
The writer, who attends the Church
of God Big Sandy, is CGBS youth in-
structor and camp coordinator.

By Diana Havir

LINDALE, Texas—“Our God’s
not dead, He’s surely alive;
He’s living on the inside,

roaring like a lion . . .”
The meeting hall reverberated

with preteen
and teen voic-
es singing the
popular News-
boys song while
j u m p i n g
around and
dancing in uni-
son.

T h i s  w a s
just one of the
many experi-
ences campers
and counselors enjoyed during the
summer camp sponsored by the
Church of God Big Sandy (CGBS)
at Timberline Camp and Conference
Center in Lindale July 27-31, 2015.

“The best part [of camp] was just
spending time together,” said Karina
Moody. “You get so close with peo-
ple when you spend every minute of
five days with them. It was a great
experience.”

A lot of activities
Participants—all were from East

Texas unless otherwise noted—
started each morning with tradition-
al summer-camp activities immedi-
ately after breakfast.

Tuesday morning’s activities in-
cluded BB guns, skeet shooting and
paintball, while Wednesday-morn-
ing campers spent time lazily canoe-
ing around the lake, slipping down
the water slide or soaring overhead
on the zipline.

Thursday-morning campers en-
joyed a dip in the pool (complete
with a belly-flop contest), and on
Friday morning they got to test their
aim with archery before cooling
each other off with water balloons.

Afternoons at camp were spent in
the comfort of air conditioning
while temperatures outdoors soared
higher than 100 degrees.

Campers sang along to contem-
porary worship music, then partici-
pated in a Bible study followed by a
brief service project and some wild
and crazy indoor games.

Verse theme
Bible studies throughout the

week focused on aspects of the
camp’s central Bible-verse theme, 2
Timothy 4:7-8: “I have fought the
good fight, I have finished the race, I
have kept the faith. Finally there is
laid up for me the crown of righ-
teousness, which the Lord, the righ-

The writer, a 1970 Ambassador
College graduate and founder of The
Reunion Institute, a Houston ministry,
received his Ph.D. in historical theolo-
gy from Rice University in 1990. This
article is updated from a report that
appeared in JOURNAL issue No. 136.

By J. Phillip Arnold

HOUSTON, Texas—It must
have been the spring semester
in 1970 that I waited in line

after a Sabbath service in Pasadena to
ask Chancellor  Herbert W. Armstrong
a question that I had wondered about.

I recall feeling some trepidation
about approaching him. This  anxi-
ety came not simply because of the
nature of the question, but also just
from the fact  that I was going to
shake hands and look into the eyes
and direct an interrogative toward the
apostle himself, a man not known to
suffer fools gladly.

Initial nervousness
Standing aside as others spoke with

him that Sabbath afternoon, I tried to
appear unobtrusive, casting my eyes
up at the ceiling and then down
toward the floor, and then all around;
not fixating on the man, avoiding the
impression that I was eavesdropping
on the pearls of wisdom being cast
toward those before him.

Before long,
my turn came to
make my ap-
proach and greet
the man and cast
my question.

Looking back,
it is rather puz-
zling why, after
years of studying
the arcane doc-
trines and lore of
the WCG, I wanted badly to have this
particular question answered.

Maybe it had to do with the uncon-
troversial, decidedly nontheological,
nature of my inquiry. A question about
the 1,335 days of Daniel 12 or the
19-year time cycles, or the date for

entering Petra, might get me gu-
lagged for a grand ol’ time in the
Inquisition. Whatever.

Receptive clasp
At any rate, I respectfully shook his

small hand with an Ambassador-
trained f i rm grip,  remotely notic-

ing that his hand
was soft and pli-
able, not at all
aggressive or
controlling. This
made me think
he might be re-
ceptive to my
probing inter-
rogative.

After giving
my name and
mentioning that

I was a senior at the Pasadena campus
now that I had recently transferred
from Big Sandy, I said I had a question
I had wondered about.

I almost added had “often” won-
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What’s the plain truth re Mr. Armstrong’s ‘W’?
New AC grad dared to question Mr. Armstrong

THE JOURNAL of late has run arti-
cles related to the history of the
Worldwide Church of God and

its offshoots. In this issue, following
up specifically on articles in the previ-
ous two issues, is presented an analysis
of the factors and thought processes
that resulted in the splits of 1995, espe-
cially the one that prompted the found-
ing of the United Church of God.

Many analyses, here and in other
publications and on blogs and other
websites, have appeared over the last
two decades. But few have included
the nuanced insights like those penned
by Gary Fakhoury for an essay of his
that appeared in In Transition.

The previous two issues of THE

JOURNAL have quoted two of the found-
ers of the new WCG/GCI (Joseph
Tkach Jr. and Greg Albrecht). Now THE

JOURNAL presents Mr. Fakhoury’s thought-
ful, balanced perspective.

Mr. Fakhoury was a 1985 graduate of
Ambassador College and the author of
the two study papers referred to in this
article, “The Nature of God: A Biblical
Review” (see it archived at tinyurl.
com/fakhoury96) and “Observances in
the New Covenant: A Biblical Review.”

Sadly, Mr. Fakhoury died unex-
pectedly at age 52 in September 2014.
He is survived by his wife, Barbara,
and three sons.

The article’s original headline in In
Transition (July 22, 1996) was “Did
You Leave the Worldwide Church of
God Too Soon?”

By Gary Fakhoury

MILTON, Mass.—I think one of
the things that can keep us from

gaining closure regarding our experi-
ences in the Worldwide Church of

God is lingering
doubt that per-
haps we left be-
fore giving the
new teachings
an impartial and
thorough exam-
ination.

In the end
could we have
rejected them
simply because
we didn’t want

to critically examine our own beliefs
and, perhaps, have to change?

As one who left the WCG in the ’90s
I can assure you that is precisely what
many of our former fellows say about
us. Like many blanket explanations,
this one is no doubt true in some cases.

In case you’ve wondered
But I was determined to make sure it

wasn’t the case with me, and, if you’ve
ever wondered what would have hap-
pened if you’d stuck around and per-
sonally challenged church leaders on
their teachings, perhaps my experi-
ences might be of some interest to you.

Over the past three years I’ve writ-
ten long study papers comparing
WCG-Protestant doctrinal positions
on observances and the nature of God

Did you leave theWorldwide
Church of God a bit too soon?

Available: SEP to buy, Hall of Ad to blow up
Two relics of the glory days of

the Worldwide Church of God
are available: one for sale and

the other for controlled demolition for
a movie scene,

One is part of the old Summer Edu-
cational Program (SEP) grounds in
Minnesota. The other is the former
Hall of Administration on the erstwhile
Ambassador College campus in Pasa-
dena, Calif.

Near Orr, Minn., a gymnasium and
office space on seven acres are avail-
able that include “nice views of Peli-
can Lake,” according to a real-estate
broker’s brochure.

“The building housing the gymnasi-
um is approximately 110 by 130 [feet].

The adjoining office building is ap-
proximately 70 by 80.

“The property was once part of a
youth Bible camp that disbanded in the
late 1990s. The mostly level grounds
offer panoramic views of Ambassador
Point and Pelican Lake.”

For more information contact Cold-
well Banker Properties North at (218)
749-8222. Ask for listing agent Tim
Lillquist.

Halfway across the continent, as
part of a planned redevelopment of the
former AC campus in Pasadena, the
former Hall of Administration is
scheduled for “controlled demolition”
between now and September 2015.

The offer for the administration hall

is not for you to buy it. It’s so you can
use it as a “unique SFX [special ef-
fects] filming opportunity.”

“This is a unique opportunity for
production companies to film scenes
which might require such scripted ele-
ments as explosive pyrotechnics, con-
trolled burns, interior simulated gun-
fire, vehicle crashes, demolition and/or
other types of SFX and stunt se-
quences.”

So if you’re working on a movie
and need to blow up a building for an
exciting scene or two, maybe the Hall
of Ad is just the ticket.

For more information contact the
City of Pasadena Film Office at (626)
744-3964.

See A MINISTER, page 5

Big Sandy congregation
sponsors summer youth camp

THE JOURNAL is listing contact
information, locations and
dates of Feast of Taberna-

cles observances for 2015 in sev-
eral issues in 2015.

If you haven't already, you’re
invited to send your information to
THE JOURNAL at P.O. Box 1020,
Big Sandy, Texas 75755, U.S.A.,
or info@thejournal.org. Or fax it
toll-free to 1-888-488-6603.

Be sure to include the name of
the city nearest the Feast site, the
name of a person to contact, the
name of the sponsoring church,
ministry, fellowship or individual
and the dates of the observance.

Many observances this year
will fall from Sept. 27 through
Oct. 5. The Feast is eight full days,
counting the last day, but falls on
nine days or partial days on the
Gregorian calendar.

See page 6 of this issue for the
most recent listing.

The Journal’s
Feast listing
in this issue

Herbert W. Armstrong

SUMMER CAMPER—Danielle Bates rides a zipline at a summer camp for young
people near Lindale, Texas. The camp was sponsored by the Church of God Big
Sandy. See the article by Diana Havir on this page of THE JOURNAL. See additional pho-
tos on page 16. [Photo by Carol Bald]

See HAVE YOU WONDERED, page 16

Gary Fakhoury

J. Phillip Arnold

See SUMMER CAMP, page 16

Diana Havir
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Legalists and antilegalists
are all legalists

It is frustrating and somewhat de-
pressing to see the word games
people play.
One example is people critically

calling someone else a legalist and
implying they themselves are not a
legalist.

A legalist is a person who practices
legalism, a person skilled in the law.
Are laws all that bad?

Legalism is described in a Web-
ster’s dictionary as “strict, often too
strict and literal, adherence to law,”
and, “in theology, the doctrine of sal-
vation by good works.”

Are antilegalists saying they do not
have doctrines, which are nothing
more than laws on steroids, whoever
has them? Doctrines tell you not only
what you must do and not do, they tell
you what you must believe and not
believe. Then they tell you what
works you must do and not do.

Are they suggesting what they say
you must believe and/or do not are not
good works?

The views of legalists and antile-
galists have far more in common than
might seem obvious.

They both claim their canon in its
entirety is the Word of God, which I
have pointed out in THE JOURNAL before
was not the way Jesus and the apostles
saw the canon they had (John 1:17).

This opens the doors to use one
statement in the canon to make some
other statement in the canon say
something it does not say.

I am suggesting that the two sides
represented in “WCG Leaders Aired
Doctrinal Views on CRI’s Radio Pro-
gram” in issue 173 are both influenced
by the religion of ancient Babylon
more than they realize.

Our word games show we have a lot
to learn and that when we criticize oth-
ers we may end up criticizing ourselves.

Phil Griffith
Delight, Ark.

Yahvah’s Passover
Re Dr. C.N. Turrell’s letter to the

editor issue 174, June 30, 2015. In his
10th paragraph Dr. Turrell states the
Passover Y’shua observed the year of
His death was different from the Pass-
over observed and sacrificed at the
temple in Jerusalem.

He states his belief that the Pass-
over was sacrificed at the beginning of
the 14th, implying the meal from that
sacrifice was consumed before day-
light on the same date, the 14th.

I was confused by his statement
that Leviticus 23:6 tells us “the 15th
of the first month at even is Yahvah’s
Passover.” Perhaps he is reading from
a different translation, but my KJV
reads in Leviticus 23:6: “And on the
fifteenth day of the same month is the
feast of unleavened bread.”

I know some translations substitute
Passover for the Feast of Unleavened
Bread, and I have to assume this is

what he intended to state.
In paragraph three of his letter he

correctly points out Passover is timed
at even of Abib 14. He then implies in
paragraph five that, for Passover to be
observed at even on the 14th, the
verse must mean the beginning of the
14th. “For this to be the 14th day of
the month, it has to start on the 14th,
the Passover.”

But Deuteronomy 16:4: “Neither
shall there any thing of the flesh, which
thou sacrificedst the first day at even,
remain all night until the morning.”

There should be no argument this
sacrifice refers to the Passover, since
the instruction to not allow any of the
flesh to remain until morning is the
exact instruction from the original
Passover instructions from Exodus.

In conclusion, using the same logic
from Leviticus 23:32 and applying it

to Leviticus 23:5, we see that the
Passover lamb was to be sacrificed at
the end of the 14th.

Bill Hawkins
Bethlehem, Ind.

Hebrew and the West
When studying the Scriptures we

absolutely must understand the differ-
ence between Hebrew and Greek/
Western thinking.

In Hebraic understanding there are
four interpretive levels of understand-
ing in each verse. This is in contradis-
tinction to Greek/Western thinking.

In Western thinking there are two
levels of interpretation: the right and
the wrong. We are trained in our cul-
ture, religious or otherwise, to think
that way.

In Western thinking, when we are
told the interpretation of a passage of
Scripture and we believe it, then we
conclude in our minds that we have
understood the meaning of the passage.

If someone comes to us with anoth-
er interpretation, by definition, in our
minds, that interpretation must be
wrong.

Those who say they are
students of the Scriptures

spend a lot of time study-
ing for the express
purpose of proving
somebody else wrong.

One of the funda-
mental differences be-

tween Hebrew and Greek
thinking is what we call
kavanah, which means in-
tention or motivation. In
Greek thinking we study to
understand things. In He-
brew thinking we study to

lift up and honor our Creator.
It is the esteem of Elohim to hide a

matter, and the esteem of sovereigns
to search out a matter (Proverbs 25:2).

Daniel Cafourek
Colcord, Okla.

We want to forget
Those of us who were around the

WCG as far back as the ’70s are prob-
ably all aware there was alcohol abuse
that was somewhat common.

I have noticed, especially in recent
years, that those who fancy them-
selves prophets, God’s psychics, and
those who keep saying how pure they
are seem to be those who still tend to
get intoxicated.

We know of a church leader who did
community time for a DWI and con-
siders himself a prophet and apostle.

I knew an older man who became a
member of the WCG who had his

alcoholism under control when he
joined, but members told him that
now that he had the Holy Spirit he was
healed of his alcoholism and could
drink what he wanted.

After DWI he had to serve a long
prison sentence in Huntsville.

With so many deaths from alcohol
abuse, this is not a good example to
the world.

Gary C. Wilson
Big Sandy, Texas

Jude’s exhortations
An advertiser on page 18 of THE

JOURNAL (No. 174, June 30, 2015)
claims to represent “The Obedient
Church of God.” Perhaps he should
consider obeying some of the exhorta-
tions in Jude’s epistle.

In Jude 3 the eponymous author
encourages his readers “to contend
earnestly for the faith that was once
for all entrusted to the saints.”

This pristine faith does not proffer
insults, even to figures in authority.
Jude explains:

“Even when Michael the arch-
angel was arguing with the devil and
debating with him concerning Mo-
ses’ body, he did not dare to bring a
slanderous judgment, but said, ‘May
the Lord rebuke you!’” (Jude 9).

Yet your “Obedient” client disre-
gards this inspired advice and chooses
instead to use an offensive term to
refer to the leader of the largest Chris-
tian denomination.

Perhaps you could ask advertisers
to follow basic rules of protocol in
referring to others in their ads. They
can disagree with someone all they
want but the payment of money

should not be used as a license for
puerile disrespect.

Reginald Killingley
Big Sandy, Texas

Patt McCarty and D&R
I read Patt McCarty’s article [“The

Fruits of D&R? They Were Not
Good” in issue No. 174] and have to
say that it is an article that should have
been written long before the lords of
the WCG hierarchy had time to rein-
fest the people of God with HWA’s
religious doctrines!

God is not interested in our money.
He wants our heart (Matthew 22:37).
A major sign that we are His disciples

is love for one another, John 13:34-35,
not material gain.

Revelation comes only through
Jesus Christ (John 14:23) and the
Holy Spirit (1 John 2:27): “You do not
need a man to teach you, but the
Anointing which you have received
teaches you.”

Myra McQueen
Via the Internet

Article on baptism
A wonderful article by Oddeth

Burton-Hall on how is one to truly
become a body of Christ [“You Can’t
Be a Member of the Body If You’re
Not Baptized,” issue No. 174].

The article reminds us of what the
true gospel is, the true gospel that has
been suppressed for centuries.

Sasha Veljic
Novi Sad, Serbia

Adam, Eve and Tina
Tina Engelbart, in her article about

the Garden of Eden [in issue No. 174],
feels that Adam and Eve were created
with “equal qualities and abilities.” Is
this not much the same as the Son say-
ing, “I and My Father are one”?

But how much the “same” were the
Son and the Father? Adam (figurative-
ly) begat Eve. The Father begat the
Son. Thus, how ought we view the
words of the Son when He says that
the “Father [Adam] is greater than I
[the Son]”?

Think. Adam and Eve were one. The
Father and the Son were one. Yet the
Father, the “begetter,” is greater in posi-
tion than the Son, through whom the
future sons of the Father will be born.

The Son represents the church. The
church is viewed as a woman. And it
says of the Son that it is He who will
“bring many sons to glory.”

The Father [the man] is over the
Son [the woman]. Adam was over
Eve, just the same.

The point is both the Father and the
Son are masculine. The Son’s wife
will be the feminine church. The male
Son will be the husband of the wife.

Nowhere in Scripture, anywhere, will
anyone find where the wife has authori-
ty over, or is equal to, her husband.

People get so screwed up with the
myriad of teachings that they cannot
separate positions from roles.

Yes, Adam and Eve were equal in
their Creator’s eyes. But said Creator
created the man to have one role, and
the woman to have another.

Ray Daly
Lincoln, N.D.

Cartooning is an art
I just realized that I’ve been send-

ing you [THE JOURNAL] cartoons for
more than 15 years! I’m in my 91st
year now, and how time flies.

Although I did all kinds of artwork
for major publications for many, many
years, the artwork for THE JOURNAL
was the first that I had done for a reli-
gious publication.

I figured I would run out of ideas
for religious cartoons after a year or
two, but by that time I was getting a
lot of help from COG members.

I travel quite a bit, but even when
I’m attending congregations where
people don’t know me by sight, when
they hear my name they ask if I’m the
guy who does cartoons for THE JOUR-
NAL and they give me new ideas.

Your publication gets a lot of
mileage. I see it getting passed down
the line week after week at church
meetings so that many sets of people
read each issue.

I just finished reading your last is-
sue. Tina Engelbart wrote an excellent
article about women’s place in the
church. I think many churches are
bullheaded when they limit the roles
of women. There isn’t a single verse
in the Bible that limits female leader-
ship in church.

Earl Cayton
San Francisco, Calif.
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subscribing to THE JOURNAL: NEWS OF THE
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The writer, a longtime Church of
God member and elder, is founder of
the Association for Christian Devel-
opment and host of its weekly Virtual
Church Sabbath service. He provides
a free E-mail newsletter, Keeping
Watch. Write acd@Godward.org to
subscribe.

By Ken Westby

SEATTLE, Wash.—Splits hap-
pen. There’ve been many and
there’ll be many more. They oc-

cur in all denominations and, for that
matter, in just
about any hu-
man organiza-
tion. I experi-
enced a big one
firsthand.

They called
me “the devil”
back in 1974.
Well, maybe not
the devil or the
Satan, but a bad
hombre under devilish influence.

I was accused of being used by the
Prince of Darkness to attack “the
church,” to cause a split.

Heavy stuff. I was innocent of the
charge and wasn’t pushing for a split,
but what does that matter?

Ask and you shall bomb out
Who were the “they” to whom I

refer? They were the human heads of
God’s One True Church (OTC). They
were the most important humans on
earth, spiritually speaking. More
heavy stuff.

What was the crime that prompted
my firing and energetic denunciation?

Simply this: I questioned church

practices, ethics and doctrine and then
suggested reforms. I was not alone be-
cause 35 other ministers were of the
same opinion, and they too were fired.

It all seems a lifetime ago.
Since I seemed to be a leader, the

devil label was pinned on me and great
calamity ensued: The human heads of
the OTC (One True Church) warned
the confused and wavering brethren
that this might be the end-time sign of
Satan launching his attack to destroy
the church. Hold fast. Don’t listen to
the evil dissidents. Do what we tell
you. While you’re at it, send money.

The OTC survived the 1974 faux
attack and could continue to ignore or
hide its problems—at least until the
next crisis.

Problems ignored stay problems,
and future crises are guaranteed to
come. Come they did until finally the
OTC broke into many pieces, with a
few sharp and nasty ones still thinking
themselves the OTC to this day.

The breakup proved therapeutic
and liberating for many. But the de-
parted individual Christian was now
left standing alone before God and re-
sponsible to discover His will, without
the false comfort of hiding behind the
OTC, its correct dogma and its minis-
ters who knew God’s will and admin-
istered God’s authority.

High drama
Once you’re out of a high-commit-

ment sect or church organization, sud-
denly it’s just you and God. That can be
scary at first but can prove to be the best
thing that ever happened to promote in-
dividual growth and Christian maturity.
I think most find this to be their story.

In the months leading up to, and for

many months following, a church
split, emotions move in hyperdrive,
E-mails and phone calls shoot into the
ether like antiaircraft flak, bad motives
are generously attributed (rightly or
wrongly), lists of sympathizers and
enemies develop, leaders emerge,
fence-sitters are pushed, and prepara-
tions get legal and irreversible.

The high drama distorts facts, but
that’s called the fog of war. Mean-
while a lot of church members mind-
ing their own business wonder what
the commotion is about.

It seems to be a ministers’ brawl.
Preachers who lecture on how to live
harmoniously apparently need more
mirror time. One side has one story
while the opposite side tells another.

Good luck on finding out the real
scoop. Sometimes it takes a decade or
two before the pieces come together to
give the real picture of why it all hap-
pened.

Strange fruit
Big church splits, firings and purges

produce strange phenomena. One day
the church has loyal, faithful employ-
ees, effective and good-hearted minis-
ters; the next day these same individu-
als are evil plotters, disloyal dissenters,
snakes, inciters to rebellion (which,
you must remember, is akin to witch-
craft), attackers of the OTC and the
poor innocent brethren within, etc., etc.

Page-flipping loyalists quickly
amass scriptures that describe the cri-
sis. The tender, helpless, tithe-paying
flock must be protected from these
self-serving plotters who have “gone
the way of Balaam” and forsaken “the
faith once delivered” (delivered to the
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Splits happen, even to one true churches

The writer pastors the Church of
God Big Sandy and is a regular col-
umnist for THE JOURNAL.

By Dave Havir

BIG SANDY, Texas—In July
2011 I gave a sermon titled
“Bad Childhood, Good Life.” I

chose the title of the sermon after
reading a book by that title written by
Dr. Laura Schlessinger in 2006.

The purpose of the sermon was to
provide information about how people
can blossom and thrive in life in spite
of an unhappy childhood. The goal
was for the information to be helpful
in two possible ways.

First, this understanding could
possibly help people continue to grow
beyond their unhappy childhood.

Second, this understanding could
possibly assist people in helping other
people who are seeking to grow
beyond their unhappy childhood.

Controlled by the past?
The first chapter is titled “To Be or

Not to Be . . . a Victim” and is found
on pages 17-39.

On page 24, Dr. Schlessinger wrote:
“The obvious question is, ‘What makes
some people hold onto being a victim
and others choose to improve their
lives?’

“The answer is control. When you
are a perpetual victim, the past is in
control of your present. When you are
a conqueror, the present is controlled
by your choices, in spite of the pain
and pull of your past.”

Dr. Schlessinger mentioned that
there are at least nine reasons why
people have a difficult time becoming
conquerors of their past.

She mentioned that all nine deal
with an emotional attachment and
generally lead to bad habits.

Quick summary
Here is a list of her nine factors

from her book:
Identity: “A victim identity be-

comes a bad habit.”
Rewards: “Rewards [from bad

behavior] become a habit.”
Routine: “Familiar routines be-

come a bad habit.”
Revenge: “Revenge becomes a

bad habit.”
Dependency: “Dependency be-

comes a habit.”
Excuses: “Excuses become a

habit.”
Avoid challenges: “Avoid-

ing challenges becomes a
habit.”

Center of the universe:
“Being the center of the uni-
verse is a bad habit.”

Change is scary/hard:
“Fear of change is a bad
habit.”

Taking control
The second chapter is

titled “Moving Toward the
Good Life” and is found on
pages 41-68.

On page 41 Dr. Schles-
singer wrote: “A Bad Childhood
is easy to come by, and you don’t have
any control over that. A Good Life after
a Bad Childhood is not easy to create,
but you do have control over that.

“In a Bad Childhood you struggle
against forces external to yourself. To
come to a Good Life, the struggle is
against forces internal—they are
yourself.”

Ten qualities
On page 44 Dr. Schlessinger wrote:

“There are at least ten qualities that
make it possible to liberate you from
victimhood, and change your life from
victim to victor.”

Here is a list of her 10 qualities:
A Look in the Mirror: She

wrote: “Mirrors don’t lie. Remember
when the evil stepmother of Snow

White asked, ‘Mirror, mirror on the
wall, who is the fairest of them all?’ It
[the answer] ruined her day, but she
got the truth . . . You are not a simple
product of your experiences; you are a
product of what you make of and do
with those experiences.”

Enduring the Pain: She wrote:
“Don’t wait for the pain to go away—
it never will. However, you can chal-
lenge it with quality moments, experi-

ences, and relationships.
The pain will eventually

have so many wonder-
ful interruptions that it
will become more
readily tolerated and a
less powerful force in

your life.”
Acceptance: She

wrote: “The concept of
acceptance seems to be a
difficult one. I define it as
no longer fighting against
something.”

Lett ing Go: She
wrote: “I do not mean
you should ‘eat it,’ nor
am I describing denial.

Letting go means not
allowing your bad thoughts, memo-
ries, and feelings from your Bad
Childhood to squeeze out any joy you
could enjoy in a Good Life.”

Replacing Bad Habits: She
wrote: “The only way out is to take
new risks and to remind yourself that
bad things happen to good people, not
just ‘bad children.’ ”

Reach Out: She wrote: “The bot-
tom line is that you have to be willing
to let people in to see you, really know
you, advise you, support you, and even
remind you when you’re off track.”

Spirituality: She wrote: “Living
for something or someone outside of
yourself is the primary means by
which we all find purpose and value in
our lives.”

Do you ever view yourself as a victim?

The writer, a longtime Church of
God member, is responsible for a
public outreach program called The
United States and Britain in Proph-
ecy. See us-britishfuture.com.

By Brian Harris

OCEANSIDE, Calif.—
R e -
cently

Pope Francis
has suggested
that his time as
the head of the
C a t h o l i c
Church will be
short, causing
s p e c u l a t i o n
regarding his
health. He has
only one lung
and appeared in a state of exhaustion
on his visit to the Holy Land earlier
this year.

For the first time in world history
the head of the Roman Catholic
Church will address a joint session of

the U.S. Congress in September 2015.
Popular Pope Francis, the first of

the strict Jesuit order to hold the
office, has already charmed the faith-
ful and the world with his politically
correct strategy on all popular issues,
even as another in the hierarchy of
the church in the United States is
charged with crimes against children.

The election to the papacy of this
Argentinean son of an Italian immi-
grant railroad worker firmly ties the
500 million Catholics in the New
World to those in Europe.

Under papal influence
We are also watching the creation

of a new superpower in Europe under
the guidance of the Vatican.

Prophecies relate to the arrival of
an influential pope who, in an old
quest, will give a new European
leader his support, uniting the Cath-
olic world against the mainly Protes-
tant nations of the United States and
Britain, Canada, Australia, New

The new pope: Is he the one?

Write the author of this article at
rayedaly@bis.midco.net

By Ray E. Daly

LINCOLN, N.D.—What was
the face of the earth like prior
to the Flood? This is impor-

tant: The Scriptures are there to be
read and interpreted. Any mention
of mountains, for example, should
be viewed as “hills.” Any mention
of seas should be considered
“lakes.” However, such mentions
are not really there.

What was the condition of the
earth after the Flood? Was it as we
view it today, with the high moun-
tains, and the huge and deep oceans
as we have them today?

Actually, if Scripture can be com-
bined with historical and archaeo-
logical studies, we can realize that
today’s earth came to be by another
major earth upheaval.

Mountains and seas
Evidence has been presented by

others that shows the earth after the
Flood to have mountain ranges and
seas. But the mountain ranges were
much lower, and the seas were
much smaller.

Consider the South Pacific and
the thousands of islands of today.

Then think “almost-solid land
mass.” Or the Islands of the Carib-
bean as solid land masses.

How about the several islands off
of the Straits of Gibraltar? Think

land masses.
And,  whi le
thinking on
these things,
think Atlantis.

These land
masses in some
circles, are
called Pan. At-
lantis was part
of Pan. But
Pan existed on-
ly until the earth-
quakes during

the time of the reign of King Uzziah
(840-790 B.C.).

It was at that time that Pan sank
beneath the seas and the mountain
ranges rose to their present size. It
was such a calamity that the earth
tilted 10 degrees on its axis.

Original Genesis condition
Keep this view in mind and read

what is said in Ecclesiastes 1:9: “The
thing that has been, it is that which
shall be.” Or “The earth was then,
and the earth will be later”—which

The wonderful earth tomorrow:
What will it be like?

See NEW POPE, page 16

See CAN WE RETURN, page 5

Ken Westby

Ray Daly

Brian Harris

See MOVE FORWARD, page 6

“If the only prayers.”

you said in your.”

whole life were.”

‘Thank You,’ that.”

would be sufficient.”

—Mark Twain.”

See HERE ARE TIPS, page 4
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Here are tips and techniques for living through a church split
OTC leaders, of course).

The end times are headlined: “In
the Last Days Deceivers Shall Arise.”
The end is near, for Satan has come
with wrath attacking the church. Also,
send money.

In my case, all this and more were
packed into 10 legal-size 12-page let-
ters whisked out from Pasadena to the
East Coast by church jets to hit the
post offices fast and crush the sup-
posed rebellion.

It worked—at least in the short
term. Reputations were ruined, fair-
weather friends fled in fear, church
members were left befuddled and con-
fused. To what end?

My group of rebels was like the
gang that couldn’t shoot straight. We
had made no preparations for depar-
ture, no secret meetings, just a bunch
of naive preachers who thought we
would get a fair hearing.

I think present-day rebels have
wised up and plan these things.

The WCG (OTC) organization sur-
vived with its 1974 leaders intact and
in charge, the dissidents defeated and
destroyed.

[See “Ken Westby Talks about the
‘East Coast Rebellion’ of 1974,” THE
JOURNAL, issue No. 12, dated Jan. 30,
1998, and “Would-Be Church Re-
former Recalls Efforts to Revise Sev-
en Worldwide Church of God Doc-
trines in 1974,” issue No. 154, dated
Aug. 31, 2013.]

But, as is usually the case in strong-
arm suppressions, another casualty
becomes apparent: truth.

Truth can be hidden or buried for a
while, but truth has a way of winning
in the end. It is a light that cannot be
extinguished. When it shines, the lies
and deceits are exposed. That shining
may not happen soon or all at once,
but eventually the truth will out.

Unity hustlers
While standing on the sidelines for

43 years watching this process repeat
itself in one form or another, and see-
ing the hundreds of church breakups,
small and large, I perceive patterns
that emerge.

From the patterns and from person-
al experience I can draw lessons that
may offer understanding, perspective
and, yes, hope.

There are splits, and there are splits
Not all splits are bad. Some in fact

are necessary and some are good,
even noble, if the issues are truth and
proper treatment of people.

I don’t wring my hands over the need
for “unity” among the Church of God
iterations. The unity the hand-wringers
call for is an organizational unity, join-
ing their particular church outfit, return-
ing to the true fold: theirs. Much of the
unity talk rings false, an excuse to
recruit members into another OTC.

The unitymongers are self-serving
and use their noble-sounding rhetoric
as a criticism of little groups that have
split away, suggesting that they have
done something wrong and need to
repent and reunite.

There is a lingering nostalgia for
the halcyon days when the WCG was
the full unity of the One and Only
True Church and ruled the waves. A
lot of tinhorn wannabes try to resur-
rect those stone-dead glory days. I say
RIP. God and His truth march on.

Corporate or organizational unity is
just fine, but—if one must compro-
mise truth, morality or ethics to main-
tain it—then maybe unity isn’t such a
good thing.

A division may preserve individual
doctrinal distinctives and truth that
would otherwise have to be aban-
doned to preserve unity. A split may
allow individuals a fresh start in their
Christian walk, away from heavy-
handed ministers who had them sit-
ting on the bench.

There are a number of good things
that could come from Christians’ part-
ing of the ways, organizationally
speaking. There are also negative
things including collateral damage.

The true unity of which the Bible
speaks is oneness of spirit, Godlike
character, love and commitment to
faith and obedience to God and His
Son (Colossians 3:1-4, 9, 12-14: “to-
gether in perfect unity”).

Oneness of spirit
The legitimate OTC is a spiritual

entity composed of believers having
the very Spirit of God. Its member-
ship-roll book is kept in heaven far
away from the prying eyes of mortals.
That church belongs to God and is
headed by His Son, Jesus Christ. We
should all attain to be members in
good standing in God’s OTC.

I believe membership in humanly
organized churches is encouraged by
God, but not required. Members of the
heavenly OTC are to be in fellowship
with other believers, be engaged in
service, and committed to proclaim-
ing Jesus’ message in its fullness: the
Kingdom of God.

That Christians organize them-
selves in churches or denominations
to accomplish these things can be
good. How good depends on the peo-
ple and on their character and vision.

But, please, never confuse earthly
organizations with the spiritual Body
of Christ, the real OTC.

Ideally, all members of human reli-
gious assemblies would also be mem-
bers of the Body of Christ and behave
accordingly. Alas, we don’t know the
ideal, but we know God, and we know

how He wants us to behave toward
each other.

Behind and inside the splits
Each church split is occasioned by

a maze of motives often hidden be-
hind the official reasons.

Frankly, most splits are unneces-
sary, even silly. If occasioned from the
top down, they are usually about
power and control, who or which fac-
tion gets to call the shots.

Security and money are big things,
but the prideful ego of getting one’s
way looms big in management. In-
jured pride can occasion revenge and
payback.

There are differences in manage-
ment style, philosophy, sense of pur-
pose, mission, money allocation, etc.
These internal variations are normal in
all organizations.

Organizations are dynamic entities
and must work smart and cooperative-
ly to keep it together, solvent and
growing. But people are people and
sometimes things don’t work.

In churches honestly organized, there
is not a lot of get-rich money to chase.
So the sweet nectar to suck is not money
but power, prestige, meaning, having
one’s way and, of course, security.

Fights will generally be found in
these areas. Doctrine may also be
involved, but sometimes it is just
cover for motives common to the
human condition. We all must do bat-
tle with these competing pulls of hu-
man nature.

Lessons learned
I experienced conditional friend-

ship. I learned a hard lesson upon
being forced out of my church. I had
friends, many friends. Some were so
close that I thought we would be
friends till death and beyond. I think
they felt the same way. We had
laughed and cried together and shared
our dreams and sorrows.

What I didn’t understand was that
the church organization—its work, or
mission—took precedence over per-
sonal relationships.

I was their best friend as long as I
was a member in good standing in the
OTC. It wasn’t a matter of putting
God before a friendship, but somehow

God and the OTC’s work had morphed
into the same thing. If you left, or
were kicked out of, the OTC, you had
rejected God and rejected His apostle,
blah, blah, blah.

So my friendship that I thought
would hold through thick and thin was
revealed to be conditional. I’m sure
my friends felt loss but couldn’t do
anything about it if they wanted to
remain a member or minister in good
standing.

Don’t worry about status
My advice: Don’t base your friend-

ship upon status within an organiza-
tion. True friendships should survive
one leaving for another church home
or just leaving.

There can be real reasons for sever-
ing a friendship, but I doubt church
affiliation should be one.

Jesus had genuine friendships with
“sinners” and IRS agents (Matthew
11:19). David’s best friend was his
enemy’s son.

We church people need to learn the
art of disputation. Growing in knowl-
edge often means challenging accept-
ed wisdom, orthodoxy and presuppo-
sitions, including our own.

New approaches and ideas usually
come through other people. New
ideas are not to be regarded as ene-
mies, but patiently and respectfully
entertained in light of evidence and
your own judgments.

You may not buy others’ conclu-

sions, but you may learn some good
stuff along the way.

Christian biblical bull sessions are
healthy and should be encouraged,
dogmatism and coerced conformity
avoided.

Everybody believing the same thing
about every doctrine is like a desert
that hasn’t had rain for a century.

Give them some slack
Give those with “wrong” opinions

some slack. How many wrong doc-
trines did you believe in times past? I
not only sincerely believed some
bogus doctrines, I taught them!

We learn. We grow up, or at least
we should. Give each other space for
growth, which means being tolerant of
others’ present lack of growth. This is
kindness. We thrive with kindness.

The Bible is a composite
The Bible is not an easy book to

master. It is a composite of documents
2,000 years old or older, written in
ancient languages and to peoples in
cultures and contexts that are not fully
understood.

Much of it can be plainly under-
stood; some of it is difficult. Properly
“doing theology” requires specific
background, skill and access to the
tools of scholarship. The Bible de-
mands respectful handling, not bully-
ing to fit a pet dogma.

Nevertheless, even among scholars
we find disagreement, so the better in-
formed we are the better able to make
judgments regarding what Scripture
teaches.

Never before has so much infor-
mation on Scripture been so readily
available. A gold mine of knowledge
awaits the eager learner. Seeking
to better understand God’s Word
should be our never-ending and life-
long passion.

“I run in the path of your com-
mands, for you have set my heart
free” (Psalm 119:32).

Don’t evangelize
Exercise respect to all. If your belief

is this or that and is not embraced by
most in your fellowship group, believe
what you will but don’t evangelize.

Be honest with your different be-

lief if asked, or if the appropriate
occasion naturally arises. If you are
part of a mature Christian fellowship
it will continue to love you and toler-
ate your differences.

You should not feel intimidated
into silence and virtual denial of your
beliefs, but neither should you go
about blabbing them to people who
aren’t interested. Give the respect you
want others to give you. Often that
can be the kindness of avoiding dead-
end arguments.

Build on points of agreement, and
give the points of disagreement a rest.

I know this isn’t always easy to do,
and some points are too important to
one’s conscience to let slide.

But here is where we must passion-
ately seek godly wisdom. If things are
just too stressful because of disagree-
ments, peacefully leave and find a
more agreeable place. Don’t try to de-
stroy the group you leave. Just leave.

The big three
Here is what I believe makes for a

good church or fellowship culture: a
spirit of acceptance, a spirit of for-
giveness and a spirit of love.

We quickly recognize these as
qualities in the heart of God. They are
also the deepest yearnings of the hu-
man soul. We want to be accepted,
forgiven and loved.

If these permeate the atmosphere of
your local church, don’t you think real
spiritual growth, contentment and

happiness will flourish? Are we capa-
ble of offering these?

Acceptance is not a critical spirit of
judgment or condemnation, but quite
the opposite. It is one of mercy.

Jesus said, “Blessed are the merciful,
for they shall obtain mercy,” and He
used the example of judgment: “Judge
not, and you shall not be judged.”

Do unto others
If you want God to be merciful and

accepting of you, faults and all, then
offer that same grace toward others.
That “other” is also an “image bearer”
whose name is known to God.

Forgiveness follows the same prin-
ciple. “For if you forgive men when
they sin against you, your heavenly
Father will also forgive you. But if
you do not forgive men their sins,
your Father will not forgive your sins”
(Matthew 6:15-15).

Notice that our willingness to for-
give is made the one condition to our
being forgiven (note also there is no
mention of blood or sacrifice, just our
willingness to forgive). This is power-
ful. Do we exercise it?

Here’s some advice: Honestly lo-
cate and bury every grudge-hatchet
you have. Establish a hatchet grave-
yard behind the church and fill it up
with buried hatchets. Let acceptance
and forgiveness reign.

Love, of course, is a decision to pay
respect and honor to your fellow im-
perfect servants of God. Love is the
giving bond that knits us together. It is
what lies behind the virtues of godly
character and action.

Wouldn’t you enjoy attending a fel-
lowship of people flowing with ac-
ceptance, forgiveness and love? Then
be that individual in your church group.

Alone before God
Everyone should compose his own

personal statement of faith. That’s
your job, not your church’s job. Once
written, it may be in perfect agree-
ment with your church’s statement,
but maybe not.

It is your statement that defines
what you believe is most important in
your covenant with God. (Dr. Charles
Dorothy once wrote a primer on mak-
ing your own statement of faith. Write

and I’ll send you a copy.)
Hold fast to your core beliefs and

make sure they are truly core—and
few. Jesus could summarize life in the
one Great Commandment, which He
could expand into two command-
ments and which could then be sum-
marized in one word: love.

One’s statement of faith should be
brief, not cluttered with every doctrine
and speculation you can think up.

There are many teachings one may
believe to be scriptural, but these
shouldn’t become tests of fellowship
or placed on a par with one’s core
beliefs.

Points of exclusion
Too many must-believe points in

your personal statement of faith will
exclude people, people who might
share core beliefs with you, but not all
those on your long list.

Don’t make your long list of must-
believes a test of fellowship with oth-
ers or you will be mighty lonely in
your empty church. Work to include,
not exclude.

Becoming a genuine Christian is
not child’s play. We have been called
to take on the image of Yahweh, to
become like Him in mind, character
and love.

This is huge. To conform to the
divine image and take on the divine
nature is to climb to the stars: impos-
sible without help.

Jesus has done it, and God offers
His Spirit to assist in our spiritual
transformation.

We also need help from each other
as friends, teachers, mentors, encour-
agers, examplers, supporters. We don’t
do it alone. We need good churches
with good people more interested in
moving Godward than moving the
church board to do this or that.

Sure, there are troubles with human
organizations. None is perfect, so
why be spiritually destroyed when
they flop?

Disappointed? Sure. Splits happen.
Don’t blame God. It is all about hu-
mans struggling to find their way.

We need to learn to work through
the maze of human affairs and discov-
er those things that are true and price-
less along the way. God never prom-
ised ease. The path is narrow, and it
takes vigilance and grit to stay on it.

Your life’s last chapter
not yet written

Jeremiah was about to throw in the
towel with the hard job of doing God’s
bidding in a crooked and perverse
world.

I can feel for the guy, for he had it
much worse than anything I’ve ever
experienced in my church wars. His
treatment was brutal, and he was worn
down and absorbed in self-pity.

He served God honestly but was so
disappointed with God’s rebellious
people that he was ready to chuck it.
He was tired of it all.

Yahweh answered his complaints
with a challenge: “Tired, you say? If
you have raced with men on foot and
they have worn you out, how can you
compete with horses?

“And if in a safe land you fall
down, how will you do in the jungle
of the Jordan?” (Jeremiah 12:5).

God told Jeremiah what I think He
would say to you and me, that He has
called us to a life of purpose far beyond
what we think ourselves capable of liv-
ing and promised us adequate strength
to fulfill our destiny: a destiny beyond
local churches, their politics and their
splits, a destiny at the side of His
Majesty sharing rule over all creation.

Do we quit at signs of difficulty?
Are we fatigued by a run-of-the-mill
crowd of apathetic mediocrities play-
ing church?

Well, then, how about the real race
with the swift horses of excellence
attached to God’s chariot?

“Jeremiah, do you want to shuffle
along with this crowd, or run with the
horses?” His life became his answer:
“I’ll run with the horses.”

How about you?

My group of rebels was like the gang that couldn’t
shoot straight. We were just a bunch of naive 

preachers who thought we would get a fair hearing.

Continued from page 3
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A minister urged me not to succumb to a lesser Christian faith
to the teachings of the New Testament.

This involved hundreds of hours of
study and reflection, of course, and I
learned a great deal, adjusting my be-
liefs about several things. But, in the
end, the church—the WCG—simply
appeared to be fundamentally in-
correct on these issues.

It seemed the only way to really test
my beliefs was to present them to in-
formed people who were likely to dis-
agree. But who? And how could I do
it without upsetting people?

As I was trying to sort all this out,
one of the directors of WCG church

administration visited our area. I had
worked for him years before, and I
asked him if he would review my
work. He graciously agreed to do so.

About a month later my wife
received a call from him, saying that
he had read the paper but would not
respond to it. Instead, he would direct
an assistant to reply.

The assistant man wrote us back a
letter, and there were so many unan-
swered questions I decided to call
him. We ended up talking for hours,
but with little resolution.

Two fundamental claims
Toward the end of our discussion I

tried to sum up the matter, just for the
record.

I asked first whether my impression
was correct that the church’s funda-
mental claims regarding the law and
observances were two:

Since the law of Moses is not the
basis of the New Covenant, the Ten
Commandments cannot be authorita-
tive for Christians.

Christ is the Christian’s Sabbath,
rendering the seventh-day Sabbath
unnecessary.

The official I was speaking to con-
firmed that these indeed were the
church’s fundamental claims.

I then asked, “Could you direct me
to a passage of Scripture that teaches
either one of these two things?”

He admitted he could not. Curious,
I then asked, “Is there anything that
would keep the WCG from saying
tomorrow, ‘From now on, it’s Sunday,
Christmas and Easter’?”

His simple and only response: “No.”

Go to the top
When I mentioned this conversa-

tion to the local ministry, I was assured
that the problem was that I hadn’t been
dealing with the right people. I really
needed to contact the top, seminary-
trained church administrators to get
my questions answered, I was told.

My pastor offered to send them my
papers on the nature of God and
observances for their review, and I
was grateful to have him do so.

Weeks later I was told they had
read the papers, but only one would

speak to me about them.
When we arrived at my pastor’s

home for a conference call with this
man, the first thing my pastor said to
me was that we would not be allowed
to record the conversation. They were
concerned about future use of the
tapes. It became clear later why they
might not have wanted a record of this
conversation floating about.

My study on the nature of God out-
lined the historical development of the
Trinity concept and showed why the
concept of a triune God, which the
church claims to be the teaching of
Scripture, is in fact nowhere found in

Scripture, nor are its presumed prem-
ises as understood by Trinitarians.

On the contrary, the pages of histo-
ry clearly lay out the development of
he Trinity concept centuries after the
death of the apostles.

The man’s response to this was that
he didn’t think God stopped revealing
things at the death of the apostles.

Would God contradict Himself?
That was fine, I said, but what trou-

bled me was Trinitarianism’s apparent
conflict with Scripture. In my paper I
showed that, not only was the concept
of the triunity of the Godhead not
found in Scripture, but Trinitarian
claims are in open contradiction to the
claims of Scripture.

Presumably, I said, God would not
reveal things to men in the 3rd and 4th
centuries that contradicted what He
had revealed to men in the 1st.

The man reminded me that there
were many aspects to God’s nature
that we humans can never understand.
I told him it was not my concern at all
to comprehend the metaphysics of the
nature of God; such is obviously
impossible, and I understood that. The
problem, I said, was that the church
was making claims of fact that direct-
ly contradict claims of fact made in
the New Testament, especially in re-
gard to the incarnation.

The man’s response was that I was
being “too hard on them” (that is, the
church leaders) and that I should “give
them a break.” He suggested that it
was my unwillingness to give them the
“benefit of the doubt” that was keep-
ing me from accepting the doctrine.

First of all, I said, I was applying a
standard of proof for their doctrinal
claims no more rigorous than the stan-
dard they had applied to Herbert Arm-
strong’s.

And, second, because no one in or
out of the church had produced even
half an explanation for the conflict
between the claims of the New
Testament and those of Trinitarianism,
there was as yet no doubt to give him
the benefit of!

I then asked for his reaction to a
passage from my paper that concludes
that, given the lack of scriptural proof

for the Trinity and the scriptural con-
tradictions it presents, the church lead-
ers’ decision to adopt it could have
resulted only from ignorance or the
desire to follow the traditions of his-
toric Christianity.

He responded by saying he didn’t
think God stopped revealing things at
the death of the apostles.

Layers of irony
I then reminded him that this doc-

trine was advertised to the brethren
as being required by Scripture and
Scripture alone. The Trinity, we con-
tinued to be told, was the only scrip-

tural truth on the Godhead, and we
must submit to it.

His response to this was that he
absolutely believed in sola Scriptura,
or Scripture alone, and that included
the issue of the nature of God.

So I asked, “Okay, then, which is it:
Scripture alone or Scripture plus the
traditions of Christendom?”

He replied that he didn’t think God
stopped revealing things to men at the
death of the apostles.

Then he said he had to go, he
prayed for us, and he urged us not to
succumb to a “lesser Christian faith.”

It took me hours to work through
the layers of irony and contradiction
in all of this.

This is of course a highly con-
densed encapsulation of an hour-and-
a-half-long conversation, as it must
be. But it conveys the essentials of the
discussion as I recall it. I want to say
here that I take no pleasure in report-
ing them.

I am truly grateful for this man’s
willingness to take time out of his busy
schedule to talk to us, and I repeatedly
told him so. He was unfailingly gra-
cious, and I do not wish to return his
generosity with embarrassment.

But I believe it important to recog-
nize openly that, in spite of repeated
and emphatic claims to the contrary,
our former leaders do not hold Scrip-
ture as their only rule of faith and doc-
trine. Where Scripture conflicts with
the creeds of Christendom, Scripture
must step aside.

It was my experience that, when
pressed, these men will admit as much,
at least when speaking off the record.

Admissions like these would proba-
bly have been enough for most people,

but as I thought about it I wondered:
Notwithstanding this man’s seminary
training and primary role in moving
the church into the mainstream, is it
fair to lay the defense of all doctrines
entirely upon any one man?

I thought perhaps not, and through
the miracle of E-mail I sent my papers
to a few dozen evangelists, regional
pastors and pastors—most of whom I
knew, some of whom I didn’t—re-
questing their comment and criticism.
Most ignored the material, but some
did respond, and I appreciated their
taking the time to do so.

Many comments, little help
In the end, the comments I received

were not particularly helpful. Here is a
representative sample:

“I’d like to know what your qual-
ifications are to write on these matters.
Do you have a theology degree, a doc-
torate, a master’s?”

“Why don’t you put aside your
studies on doctrine for a while and
take up a new study? Simply learn
about Jesus and how He wants us to
relate to others.”

“I am not a scholar, just a pastor.”
“When Jesus asked the Father to

make us one as They are one, He was
asking that we might look for areas of
agreement vs. focusing on disagree-
ments just to be unique.”

“The issues raised are not issues
directly related to salvation. I do not
wish to spend time on intellectual tan-
gents.”

Putting the question to logic
And on it went. To date, of the

dozens of WCG ministers whose help
I requested, not one has stepped for-
ward to address the scriptural prob-
lems involved in what they are sup-
porting and teaching people.

After a while this year-long orches-
tration of buck-passing and general
denial relating to church doctrine took
on almost Kafkaesque proportions.
The tortured logic seemed to add up to:

We’re changing the church’s doc-
trines because Scripture requires it of
us. We know Scripture doesn’t contra-
dict these doctrines, because they’re
what most Christians believe!

The possibility that the mass of
churchgoers might have been misled
on some of these things was, in all my
conversations with WCG leaders and
ministers, not even to be considered.

Furthermore, I was reminded,
WCG leaders have a moral obligation
to challenge the teachings of Herbert
Armstrong, even if it splits the church.
But you, little member, have a moral
obligation not to challenge their chal-
lenge, for that is divisive.

Clearly this is a double standard
Scripture does not endorse.

But here is the most common
response of all: It doesn’t really matter
what we all choose to think about
these things. Love is all that matters.

This, of course, begs the question: If
these doctrines aren’t important, why
risk splitting the church up to change
them? The moral issues raised by the
leadership’s willingness to overthrow
the faith of tens of thousands of people
for no good reason seems to be too
monstrous for them to contemplate.

Single-issue split
Thinking about all this, I began to

see clearly that, at bottom, the split in
our church occurred over a single criti-
cal issue: Shall we look to Scripture,
popes and theologians for our beliefs,
or shall we look to Scripture alone?
Once that question is answered for you,
the other decisions fall right into place.

Coming to terms with the split that
resulted from all these necessarily
individual decisions hasn’t been easy
for many of us, of course. Most of us
can think of at least one person we’ve
left behind (or, more accurately, who
has left us) whom we miss. For some

it’s a mate, parent or child!
But why? Why have some sincere-

ly embraced the changes and some
just as sincerely rejected them? Is it
only a matter of scriptural understand-
ing or even true conversion? It would
seem not in every case.

Then what?
I don’t presume to imagine that I

have all the answers, but it seems to me
that the church—as it pertained to law,
grace and especially observances—fed
us a theological sandwich: a falsehood
sandwiched between two truths.

When offered such a meal, it isn’t
surprising to me that, for some, the
bitterness of the falsehood overpow-
ered the tastiness of the truth.

For others, the need for that partic-
ular truth was apparently great enough
that there was a willingness to ignore
the bitterness of the falsehood!

No more ‘constant fear’
Given the high degree of guilt and

frustration attendant to the WCG’s
historic legalism (especially, it seems,
in second-generation members), it is
understandable to me how the lifting

of such pressures, however imperfect-
ly performed, would seem a welcome
change and a step forward.

Over the past year my wife and I
repeatedly heard unquestionably heart-
felt comments like these from friends:

“This is the first time I’ve ever felt
God has accepted me,” and “For once
in my life I don’t live in constant fear
I’m not going to make it into the
Kingdom.”

Who can deny the depth of these
feelings? Who can deny that they have
something to do with our historically
unbalanced emphasis regarding grace
and works?

On the other hand, to those who felt
no such emotions—rather, they re-
membered with no fondness the spiri-
tually empty religious life of their for-
mer Protestant experience—the chang-
es seemed a step backward.

They had been there, had done that
and know that all this was precisely
what God had called them from years
before. They knew why they had been
in the WCG all those years, even if oth-
ers didn’t, and they weren’t about to go
back to what they were personally, spe-
cifically and emphatically called out of!

For second-generation members
like me who had actually bothered to
prove what we were taught through
the years, on the specific issues of dis-
agreement there was nothing really
new here. These were the same old
boilerplate Protestant arguments re-
packaged for our particular group.

Therefore, it seemed the Spirit
could not act in a unified way to bring
us to all truth because the church was
not teaching all truth! The mixed reac-
tion from those in whom the Spirit
dwelt was, I believe, the strongest tes-
timony—aside from the Bible itself—
that these new teachings were indeed
a mixture of truth and error.

The psychology resulting from our
individual religious experiences seems
to have had a great deal to do with
how we received that admixture.

A false choice
By forcing upon us a false choice

between grace, love and Christ—and
Christ’s desire for His people to wor-
ship Him in truth and not according to
the commandments and doctrines of
men—the WCG succeeded in being
correct in what it affirmed but wrong
in what it denied.

Grace, love and Christ could all
(and in my view should all) have been
brought to the forefront without de-
valuing what is clearly esteemed in
the New Testament.

To cite Jesus’ instruction to reli-
gious leaders in a not altogether dif-
ferent context: These they should have
done and not left the other undone.

It is precisely at this point, I believe,

that WCG leaders jumped the tracks of
truth. For, as I point out in detail in my
paper, it is neither logically nor theo-
logically necessary to dispense with
biblical observances as God’s desire
for His people for one to believe he is
saved by grace, and all the rest.

But for some, apparently, it was psy-
chologically necessary to do so. These
evidently included a few men who
were in a position to shift the church
away from our attempt at a biblical
Christianity to a new (actually old) par-
adigm of historical Christianity as
interpreted by the evangelical tradition.

This, as we know, required action
dramatic enough to gain the attention
of those who make it their business
(quite literally) to pass judgment on
the authenticity of others’ faith.

Indeed, subsequent approval by
these self-appointed defenders of “or-
thodoxy” has since become cause for
rejoicing—and cited as supportive
proof, even, of the rightness of the
church’s doctrinal changes.

As I reflect on this unfortunate turn
of events, I seem to recall that Esau’s
porridge, too, satisfied for a time.

The split in our church occurred over a single critical issue:
Shall we look to Scripture, popes and theologians for our

beliefs, or shall we look to Scripture alone? Once that question
is answered for you, the other decisions fall right into place.

Continued from page 1

Can we return to Genesis?
thought is shown in Psalm 104:30:
“You renew the face of the earth.”

The reader can accept or reject the
following: I find that the earth will
be returned to its original Genesis 1
condition, the pre-Flood condition.
It will be returned to its original con-
dition via two climactic happenings.

Revelation 6:12-14: “. . . Lo,
there was a great earthquake . . . and
every mountain and island was
moved out of its place!”

This means many islands will sim-
ply disappear because the ocean’s
floor will “rise,” thus returning the
earth to its post-Flood Pan existence.

At the same time, the mountains
will be moved downward, or to their
common height after the Flood.

The above first step will simply
return the earth to its post-Flood
conditions.

A second step that will bring
the earth to its pre-Flood conditions.
That event is recorded in Revelation
16:18-20:

“And there was a great earth-
quake, such as was not since men
were upon the earth. So mighty an
earthquake and so great . . . and every
island fled away [ceased to be seen],
and the mountain [ranges] were not
found [sank back into the earth].”

Continued from page 3

By forcing upon us a false choice between grace, love and Christ—and
Christ’s desire for His people to worship Him in truth and not according
to the commandments and doctrines of men—the WCG succeeded in

being correct in what it affirmed but wrong in what it denied.
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The Journal lists 222 Feast sites for 2015
U.S. SITES
Alabama—Orange Beach: CGWA,

http://feast.cogwa.org.
Arizona—Phoenix: UCG, http://feast.ucg.org.
Arkansas—Harrison: CGI, http://cgi.org/feast-of-

tabernacles, Wynn Skelton, wls45@suddenlink.net,
(903) 736-5999. Searcy: Points of Truth Ministries,
pointsoftruth.com/feast, Larry Lasiter,
lasiter@pointsoftruth.com, (479) 747-8407.

California—Carlsbad: Rock Valley Christian
Church, (951) 600-9555, http://rockvalleychris-
tianchurch.org/content/tabernacle_welcome.php.
Indian Wells: LCG, https://fot2015.lcg.org. King’s
Beach: ICG, intercontinentalcog.org/taberna-
cleshome.php, (903) 561-7070. Oceanside: UCG,
http://feast.ucg.org. Oxnard: The Father’s Call,
http://thefatherscall.org/feast-plans. Pismo Beach:
Church of the Eternal God, eternalgod.org/feasts.
Solvang-Buellton: CGWA, http://feast.cogwa.org.
Ventura: Guardian Ministries, David Antion, P. O.
Box 50734, Pasadena, Calif. 91115,
daveantion.com.

Colorado—Denver: CCG, Dr. Bob Thiel, cog-
writer@aol.com. Estes Park: CGWA,
http://feast.cogwa.org. Grand Junction: Christian
Church of God Grand Junction, http://ccofgod.org/
feastoftabernacles.html. Grand Junction: Church
of God Big Sandy, churchofgodbigsandy.com, Dan
or Mary Dandivier, (502) 417-2803. Grand
Junction: Western Colorado Congregation of God,
http://wccongregationofgod.org/
feast-of-tabernacles-2015.html. Steamboat
Springs: UCG, http://feast.ucg.org.

Florida—Destin: Church of God Big Sandy, chur-
chofgodbigsandy.com, (800) 946-5545, P.O. Box
690, Big Sandy, Texas 75755. Fort Walton Beach:
CGI, LifeResource Ministries, Common Ground
Ministries, Church of God Cincinnati, Common Faith
Network, commonfaithnetwork.com. Lantana: The
Christian Church of God, fla-ccog.com. Melrose:
Multiple study groups, Sept. 28-Oct 6, http://
fallfeast.com. Navarre: LCG, https://fot2015.
lcg.org. Palm Harbor: LCG, https://fot2015.
lcg.org. Panama City Beach: UCG, http://feast.
ucg.org. Panama City Beach: ICG, intercontinen-
talcog.org/tabernacleshome.php, (903) 561-7070.
St. Petersburg: Church of God Miami and CGI,
http://godsbhurch.org/Feast.htm. St. Petersburg/
Clearwater: CGI, http://cgi.org/feast-of-
tabernacles, Aleida Fontao, info@GodsChurch.org,
(305) 752-5275.

Georgia—Jekyll Island: UCG, http://feast.ucg.org.
Valdosta: Unity Sabbath Day Church of God, uni-
tysabbathdaycog.org/Tabernacles-Information.html.

Hawaii—Lahaina, Maui: UCG, http://feast.ucg.org.
Lihue, Kauai: LCG, https://fot2015.lcg.org.
Hapuna Beach: CGWA, http://feast.cogwa.org.

Idaho—Cottonwood: Seekers of Yahweh
Ministries, yahwehsmessenger.com/tabernacles-
2015. McCall: Celebration Church of God, (866)
549-2537. http://celebrationchurchofgod.
org/fot.html.

Indiana—Auburn: Church of God Ministries
International, cogfgomi.org/feast.html.
Montgomery: ICG, intercontinentalcog.org/taber-
nacleshome.php, (903) 561-7070.

Iowa—Moravia: Interdependent COG Festival
Association, Sept. 27-Oct. 7, feastgoer.org., honey-
creek2015@gmail.com.

Kentucky—Hardin: Truth on the Web Ministries,
Sept. 29-Oct. 7, truthontheweb.org/THEFEAST.htm.
Land Between the Lakes: CGI, http://cgi.org/
feast-of-tabernacles, James Pollitte, jamespollitte@
kih.net (606) 742-2222.

Maryland—Baltimore: First Century Church of
God, firstcenturychurchofgod.org. Ocean City:
UCG, http://feast.ucg.org.

Michigan—Traverse City: LCG, https://fot2015.
lcg.org.

Missouri—Branson: UCG, http://feast.ucg.org.
Branson: CGWA, http://feast.cogwa.org. Branson:
International Congregation of Yahweh,
feastgoer.org/metamorph_spring/branson15.html.
Branson: Providence of God Outreach Network,

providenceofgodoutreachnetwork.org/2015-fot-
updates.html. Branson: Eternal Church of God,
eternalcog.org/holydays/ecgholydays.html#taberna-
cles. Greenville: Yahweh’s Restoration Ministry,
Sept. 28-Oct. 6, http://yrm.org/fot2015. Kimber-
ling/Branson: ICG, intercontinentalcog.org/taber-
nacleshome.php, (903) 561-7070. Lake of the
Ozarks: LCG, https://fot2015.lcg.org. Lake of the
Ozarks: Season of Our Joy, sooj.org/index.html.
West Plains: Congregation of Yahweh, Sept. 30-
Oct. 6, yahschosen.org/tabernacles.html.

Montana—Bigfork: UCG, http://feast.ucg.org.
Kalispell: Christian Biblical Church of God, feast-
oftabernaclesfestival.com/pages/default.aspx.

North Carolina—Kelly: SukkotNC, Sept. 28-Oct. 6,
sukkotnc.com.

Ohio—Cincinnati: UCG, http://feast.ucg.org.
Ostrander: Yaakov’s Flock, yaakovsflock.
org/sukkot.htm.

Oklahoma—Ardmore: UCG, Congregation of
Yahweh, Oct. 26- Nov. 3, http://yahsaves.org.
Chandler: Lion and Lamb Ministries, Sept. 28-Oct.
7, tabernaclesevent.com. Tulsa: The Father’s Call,
http://thefatherscall.org/feast-plans. Wagoner: The
Tabernacle Group, http://thetabernaclegroup.com.
Wewoka: Restoring His Way,
http://feastofsukkot.org.

Oregon—Bend-Redmond: UCG,
http://feast.ucg.org. Central Point: Ehdaht Adonai
Beshalom Ve’emet, godslawislove.org/sukkot2015.
html. Redmond: CGWA, http://feast.cogwa.org.
Seaside: Living Church of God, https://fot2015.
lcg.org. Sunriver: Independent, fotsunriver.org/
sr_location.html, Jim Woods, jim@folsunriver.org,
(928) 978-4792.

Pennsylvania—Pocono Mountains: CGWA,
http://feast.cogwa.org. Tannersville: LCG,
https://fot2015.lcg.org.

Rhode Island—Newport: The Called Out of God,
Sept. 29-Oct. 6, 7th-day.info/Pages/festivals_
CalledOutOfGod.aspx.

South Carolina—Myrtle Beach: LCG,
https://fot2015.lcg.org. Myrtle Beach: ICG,
intercontinentalcog.org/tabernacleshome.php, (903)
561-7070. Myrtle Beach: CGI, http://cgi.org/feast-
of-tabernacles, Mike Nolen, tmnolen@homesc.com,
(843) 761-5211. North Myrtle Beach: Church of
God Big Sandy, churchofgodbigsandy.com, Lyle
Kerby, lyle_kerby@yahoo.com, (304)354-7147.

Tennessee—Alcoa/Knoxville: Great Lakes Church
of God, rricker@glcg.net, (910) 693-9837.
Gatlinburg: LCG, https://fot2015.lcg.org.
Gatlingburg: The True Words of Yahweh, Yahshua
Assembly, Sept. 28-Oct. 6, http://twoyya.home-
stead.com/Feast.html. Jackson: Hungry Hearts
Ministries, hungryheartsministry.com/
new-events.html. Pigeon Forge: CGWA,
http://feast.cogwa.org. Pigeon Forge: Church of
God, New World Ministries, http://cognwm.org/holy-
days/FOT/fotmain.php. Sevierville: UCG,
http://feast.ucg.org. Wooten Woods: Port Austin
Bible College, Norm Edwards, nedwards@
kingdomfeast.org, (989) 738-7774.

Texas—Big Sandy: Church of God Big Sandy, P.O.
Box 690, Big Sandy, Texas 75755, churchofgod-
bigsandy.com, (800) 946-5545. Boerne: LCG,

https://fot2015.lcg.org. Flint: Christian Educational
Ministries, Linda Benton, (888) 242-5344.
Galveston: UCG, http://feast.ucg.org. Galveston:
ICG, intercontinentalcog.org/tabernacleshome.php,
(903) 561-7070. Marble Falls: Central Texas
Church of God, centexcog.org/gpage7.html, Ben
Mauldin, benmauldin@aol.com. New Braunfels:
CGWA, http://feast.cogwa.org. Port Aransas on
Mustang Island: Houston Church of God,
houston-church-of-god.org/FOT.htm, (903) 871-5058
to leave a message. Someone will return your call.

Utah—St. George: LCG, https://fot2015.lcg.org.
Virginia—Richmond: House of David Fellowship,

http://feastoftabernaclesva.org.
Wisconsin—Portage: The Church of God, feastgo-

er.org/metamorph_spring/portage15.html, Don
Roth, daroth76@gmail.com, (920) 349-3604.
Wisconsin Dells: UCG, http://feast.ucg.org.

NON-U.S. SITES
Argentina—Carlos Paz: CGWA, http://feast.

cogwa.org.
Australia—Ballina, New South Wales: LCG,

https://fot2015.lcg.org. Coffs Harbour, New
South Wales: CGWA, http://feast.cogwa.org.
Merimbula, New South Wales: UCG, Bruce
Dean, bfjadean@bigpond.com.au, +61-2-9525-
8139. Nelson Bay, New South Wales: ICG,
intercontinentalcog.org/tabernacleshome.php.
Sunshine Coast, Queensland: UCG, Grant
Chick, grantchick@ucg.org.au, +67-7-5547-5493.
Victor Harbor, South Australia: LCG,
https://fot2015.lcg.org. St. Helens, Tasmania:
UCG, Stephen Clark, stephenclark@ucg.org.au,
+61-3-9717-3873. Rockingham, Western
Australia: UCG, Matt Sieff, matthewsieff@
gmail.com, +61-2-4388-3463.

Bahamas—Freeport: UCG, Chuck Smith,
freeportfot@gmail.com, (754) 227-7991.

Barbados—Christ Church: LCG,
https://fot2015.lcg.org. St. Peter: CGWA, feast.
cogwa.org.

Benin—UCG, Moise Elisee Mabout, mabout@
yahoo.fr.

Bolivia—Cochabamba: UCG, Mario Seiglie,
marioseiglie@sbcglobal.net, (714) 533-9481.

Brazil—Roraima: UCG, http://feast.ucg.org. Jorge
de Campos. Moscou: LCG, https://fot2015.lcg.org.

Burundi—Mugina: CGWA, http://feast.cogwa.org.
Cameroon—UCG, Moise Elisee Mabout,

mabout@yahoo.fr.
Canada—Canmore, Alta.: UCG,

http://feast.ucg.org, Rainer Salomaa. Kelowna,
B.C.: UCG, http://feast.ucg.org. Kimberly, B.C.:
LCG, https://fot2015.lcg.org. Penticton, B.C.:
Port Austin Bible College, Alex Kennedy,
kennoman@icloud.com, (250) 488-3624. Gros
Morne, Nfld.: UCG, http://feast.ucg.org. Dennis
Horlick or Larry DeLong. Liverpool, N.S.: LCG,
https://fot2015.lcg.org. Barrie, Ont.: Maranatha
Church of God, http://maranathachurchofgod.ca/
Feast_Of_Tabernacles.html. Collingwood, Ont.:
Canadian Church of God, http://canadianchurchof-
god.tulsachurchofgod.net/feast/feast.htm.
Midland, Ont.: UCG, Patrick Read,
http://feast.ucg.org. Niagara Falls, Ont.: CCG,

Herb Haddon, hwhaddon@gmail.com. Niagara
Falls, Ont.: LCG, https://fot2015.lcg.org. Orford,
Que.: UCG, http://feast.ucg.org. John Labissoniere.
Shawinigan, Que.: LCG, https://fot2015.lcg.org.

Chile—Lican Ray: CGWA, http://feast.cogwa.org.
Lican Ray: LCG, https://fot2015.lcg.org. Olmue:
UCG, Jaime Gallardo, jgallardocasas@gmail.com,
Mario Seiglie, mario_seiglie@ucg.org,
(714) 533-9481.

Colombia—Cartagena: UCG, Scott Hoefker,
scott_hoefker@ucg.org, (704) 628-6383. La
Tebaida: LCG, https://fot2015.lcg.org. Santa
Marta: CGWA, http://feast.cogwa.org.

Congo (Democratic Republic of)—Kinshasa:
CGWA, http://feast.cogwa.org.

Costa Rica—Punta Leon: LCG, https://fot2015.
lcg.org.

England—Bridlington: Worldwide Church of God
United Kingdom and Eire, wcg.org.uk/bridlington_

harvest_festival/index.htm. Great Malvern:
LCG, https://fot2015.lcg.org. Kendal: ICG,
intercontinentalcog.org/tabernacleshome.php.

Ethiopia—Gambella: Koang Deng,
koangdeng5@gmail.com.

Fiji—Pacific Harbour: CGWA, http://feast.
cogwa.org.

France—Carry-le-Rouet: LCG,
https://fot2015.lcg.org. La Bussiere: CGWA,
http://feast.cogwa.org. Roquebrune-sur-Argens:
UCG, http://feast.ucg.org/site/europe-france, Tim
and Maryse Pebworth.

Germany—Bad Neuenahr: The Father’s Call,
http://thefatherscall.org/feast-plans. Schluchsee:
UCG, vkg.org/fot.php, Paul Kieffer. Templin:
Church of the Eternal God, eternalgod.org/feasts.

Guatemala—Antigua: CGWA, http://feast.
cogwa.org. Antigua: LCG, https://fot2015.lcg.org.
Panajachel: UCG, Israel Robledo, jisrael.roble-
do@gmail.com, Mario Seiglie, mario_seiglie@
ucg.org, (714) 533-9481.

Guyana—Georgetown: LCG, https://fot2015.
lcg.org..

Haiti—LCG, https://fot2015.lcg.org.
Indonesia—Batu: LCG, https://fot2015.lcg.org.
India—Kolkata: CGWA, http://feast.cogwa.org.

New Delhi: UCG, http://ucg-india.org/feast, Ken
Murray, aaaken@bigpond.com.

Ireland—Ashbourne: CGWA,
http://feast.cogwa.org.

Israel—Jerusalem: Congregation of YHWH
Jerusalem, coyhwh.com/en/coYHWH.php, P.O. Box
832, Carteret, NJ 07008. Jerusalem: International
Christian Zionist Center, http://israelmybeloved.com.

Italy—Sabaudia: UCG, www.feastinitaly.org,
Carmelo Anastasi, anastasi_c@libero.it.

Ivory Coast—Abidjan: CGWA, http://feast.
cogwa.org. Man: CGWA, http://feast.cogwa.org.

Jamaica—Ocho Rios: UCG, http://caribbean.ucg.
org/content/jamaica, Chuck Smith, jamaicafot@
gmail.com, (754) 227-7991. Ocho Rios: CGI, Ian
Boyne, iboyne@jis.gov.jm, (876) 579-6066.
Montego Bay: LCG, https://fot2015.lcg.org.
Runaway Bay: CGWA, http://feast.cogwa.org.

Kenya—Bomet: CCG, Evans Ochieng,
evochieng74@gmail.com. Isibania: LCG,
https://fot2015.lcg.org. Kendu Bay: LCG,

https://fot2015.lcg.org. Meru, Ogembo and Got
Kachola: UCG, John Elliott, kenya@ucg.org.
Migori: CCG, Evans Ochieng, evochieng74@
gmail.com. Migori: CGWA, http://feast.cogwa.org.

Nairobi: CCG, Evans Ochieng, evochieng74@
gmail.com. Ndhiwa: CCG, Evans Ochieng,
evochieng74@gmail.com. Transmara: CCG, Evans
Ochieng, evochieng74@gmail.com.

Malawi—Lake Malawi: UCG, Gracious Mpilangwe,
gracious_mpilangwe@yahoo.com, Aaron Dean,
aaron_dean@ucg.org. Salima: CGWA, http://
feast.cogwa.org.

Malaysia—Melaka: LCG, https://fot2015.lcg.org.
Penang: UCG, Don or Dawn Goodger,
donh.goodger@gmail.com, (613) 9436-1359.

Martinique—Tartane: LCG, https://fot2015.lcg.org.
Mauritius—Flic-en-Flac: CGWA,

http://feast.cogwa.org.
Mexico—Mazatlan: CGWA, http://feast.cogwa.org.

Puerto Vallarta: UCG,
http://fotvallarta.pandaform.com/pub/registration,
Gabriel Garcia, vallarta@iduai.org, Mario Seiglie,
mario_seiglie@ucg.org, (714) 533-9481. San
Miguel de Allende: LCG, https://fot2015.lcg.org.

Myanmar—Kalaymyo: LCG, https://fot2015.
lcg.org. Sakhangyi: LCG, https://fot2015.lcg.org.

Netherlands—Amsterdam/Utrrecht: CCG, Dr.
Bob Thiel, cogwriter@aol.com.

New Zealand—Rotorua: LCG, https://fot2015.
lcg.org. Taupo: CCG, John Hickey, john.h@voda-
fone.net.nz. Taupo: CGWA, http://feast.cogwa.org.
Whangarei: CCG, cogwriter.com/fot2015.htm.

Nigeria—JABU Resort of Arakeji of Ondo
State: UCG, Oludare Akinbo, oludare@tishrinig.
com. Lagos: LCG, https://fot2015.lcg.org.

Papua New Guinea—Port Moresby: LCG,
https://fot2015.lcg.org.

Peru—Huanchaco: CGWA, http://feast.cogwa.org.
Huaychulo: LCG, https://fot2015.lcg.org.

Philippines—Baguio City: UCG, Rey Evasco,
rey.evasco@gmail.com, +63 (917) 814-7826, MCPO
Box 4774, Makati City 1287, Philippines. Baguio
City: LCG, https://fot2015.lcg.org. Davao City:
UCG, Edmond Macaraeg, ed_macaraeg@ucg.org,
+63-82-241-0150, P.O. Box 81840, DCCPO 8000
Davao City, Philippines. Iloilo City: CGWA,
http://feast.cogwa.org. Silay City: CCG, Oscar
Mediavilla, hansmediavilla@rocketmail.com.
Tagaytay City: Church of God at Imus City,
Dave Garalde, 632 (046)-418-3550.

Rwanda—Giti: CGWA, http://feast.cogwa.org.
Saint Lucia—Vieux Fort: UCG, http://caribbean.

ucg.org/content/vieux-fort-st-lucia, Chuck Smith,
stluciafot@gmail.com, (754) 227-7991.

South Africa—Great Knysna, Western Cape:
LCG, https://fot2015.lcg.org. Margate: UCG,
http://south-africa.ucg.org, Roy Demont,
roydemont@gmail.com. Port Shepstone: LCG,
https://fot2015.lcg.org. Uvongo: CGWA,
http://feast.cogwa.org.

Sri Lanka—Kalutara: UCG, http://ucg-srilanka.org/
feast, David Schreiber, david_schreiber@ucg.org,
(507) 377-8151.

St. Kitts—Frigate Bay: CGWA, http://feast.
cogwa.org.

Tanzania—Lake Victoria, near Bunda: CCG,
Evans Ochieng, evochieng74@gmail.com.

Thailand—Chiang Mai: Legacy Institute,
mail@legacyinstitute.org. Mal Sot: LCG,
https://fot2015.lcg.org.

Togo—Kpalime: CGWA, http://feast.cogwa.org.
Trinidad and Tobago—Crown Point: UCG, Chuck

Smith, tobagofot@gmail.com, (754) 227-7991.
Crown Point: LCG, https://fot2015.lcg.org.

Turkey—Tour of Turkey: UCG, Sept. 24-Oct. 6,
Travel Gallery, Inc., travelgallery.com/joinyourgroup,
Charles Melear, (800) 858-6999.

Vanuatu—Luganville: LCG, https://fot2015.lcg.org.
Wales—Llandudno: CCG,

surveymonkey.com/s/Llandudno2015, Frank Jarvis.
Zambia—Lusaka: UCG, Nawa Talama, tala-

manawa@yahoo.com, Aaron Dean,
aaron_dean@ucg.org.

Zimbabwe—Victoria Falls: UCG, Mike Mukarati,
mike_mukarati@ucg.org, Aaron Dean,
aaron_dean@ucg.org.

T hese are the Feast of Tabernacles sites
for 2015 THE JOURNAL was aware of at
press time. Information for the listing

comes from Web sites and information sent
directly to THE JOURNAL by Feast organizers and
other JOURNAL readers. THE JOURNAL especially
acknowledges the information available at
feastgoer.org.

Unless otherwise stated, each listing shown
here represents an observance beginning
Sunday evening, Sept. 27, 2015, and continu-
ing through Monday, Oct. 5, 2015 (referred to

as the Last Great Day, Great Last Day or Eighth
Day in the various Churches of God).

This listing abbreviates Church of God Inter-
national (CGI), Tyler, Texas; Intercontinental
Church of God (ICG), Tyler; Living Church of
God (LCG), Charlotte, N.C.; Continuing Church
of God (CCG), Arroyo Grande, Calif.; United
Church of God an International Association
(UCG), Milford, Ohio; Church of God Ministries
International (CGMI); Church of God a World-
wide Association (CGWA); and Restored
Church of God (RCG). Note that some phone

numbers refer to a church’s headquarters in the
United States rather than a local Feast contact.

Attendance policies: Most of the Feast sites
listed here have an open attendance policy;
that is, visitors are welcome. However, it is THE
JOURNAL’s understanding that some Church of
God organizations allow Feastgoers to attend
with them only by special permission. There-
fore, if you wish to attend one of those church-
es’ Feast sites, THE JOURNAL recommends you
first contact the sponsoring church or its rep-
resentative.

Move forward: Seek to have resilience rather than closure
Perspective: She wrote: “Expe-

riences of perspective are those that
take you off your personal victim is-
land and put you in the world with the
rest of humankind.”

Hobbies: She wrote: “I bet
you think this topic is silly and
misplaced in a list of such pro-
found concepts. Well, that may
be precisely your problem!”

Attitude: She wrote:
“A positive attitude is lib-
erating.”

Preoccupied with
‘closure’

The third chapter is
titled “Closure Versus
Resilience” and is found
on pages 69-94.

Dr. Schlessinger gave her
perspective that too many
people have a preoccupation
with the concept called “closure.”

On page 70, Dr. Schlessinger wrote:
“Since about 1995, when the term
‘closure’ was first introduced, the
counseling industry grabbed this con-
cept tightly, threatening and promising

that you would never be able to be
happy and function well in life without
bringing your emotional history to a
satisfactory conclusion, aka closure.

“This closure required lengthy
examination of your history of abuse

or disappointment and per-
haps years of therapy, not
to mention a confronta-
tion or three with who-
ever contributed to your
hurtful past.

“Folks who say they
were getting on with life
satisfactorily without
these efforts are said to
be in denial, minimiz-
ing their issues, avoi-
dant, and distracting

themselves from their
real problems. The threat
is that if these so-called
‘repressive’ behaviors
continue, they will cause
you to emotionally erupt

at some point and spew de-
structive psychological lava in all
directions . . .

“At the risk of getting ahead of
myself, let me state here that, general-

ly, going back over and over the
memories of trauma will likely get
you sicker and sicker—as too many of
you have probably learned by now.

“Also, I have long worried about
what I’ve seen as a societal and men-
tal health world pressure to be sick
because of some experience, or to
label oneself a victim of ‘something’
from your childhood.”

Awaiting an apology
Dr. Schlessinger also mentioned

that many people spend too much

time anticipating an apology from
those who have hurt them.

On page 82, she wrote: “Some of
you are convinced that you can’t—or
won’t—get on with your life in a more
satisfying way until you get either an
acknowledgment or an apology from
the parties that hurt you. Obviously,

there is an inherent problem in this
equation if they are dead or they
haven’t changed a molecule of their
being!”

On pages 85-86, she wrote: “An
apology is not about yesterday, it’s
about a possible tomorrow . . .

“Yesterday is filled not only with
someone’s misdeeds for which an
apology would seem appropriate, it
is also filled with your agony and
the consequences of your own bad
choices as you reacted badly to their
misdeeds . . .

“Apologies from the perpetrators of
your Bad Childhood are nice, but not
necessary for you to have a Good Life.”

Focusing on resilience
Dr. Schlessinger concluded this chap-

ter by recommending that people seek to
have resilience rather than closure.

On page 93, she wrote: “I would
like formally, at this point, to trade in
the term closure for resilience. Re-
silience is the quality that really im-
proves your life, not any concept of
things being over and done with.”

Dr. Schlessinger mentioned that
resilience “implies that you are”:

Motivated to make things better.
Willing to form trusting relation-

ships.
Going to identify and recognize

the situations that trigger emotional cri-
ses echoing your Bad Childhood and

make efforts to control your reactions,
to regain control of your feelings
instead of being a slave to them.

Changing your distorted ways of
looking at people and situations by giv-
ing the people in your life today the
benefit of the doubt and by a commit-
ment to communication.

‘An apology is not about yesterday. It’s
about a possible tomorrow.’

Continued from page 3
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Jan Aaron Young, jan_aaron_young@q.com; arti-
cles: http://23jan.spaces.live.com.

The Ezekiel Watchman, P.O. Box 130, Valley
Springs, CA 95252, ezekielwatchman.org, (209)
772-0737 or (209) 772-2993.

Ministry Publications, P.O. Box 715, Cottonwood,
AZ 86326.

Who Can You Trust? Bill.hawkins1@gmail.com.

Art Mokarow, P.O. Box 1197, Montgomery, TX
77356, art@mokarow.com, GodsPuzzleSolved.
com. Biblical-history programs at youtubecom/bib-
licalhistory/art.

The Church of God is not prepared, Children
ofGod.net, P.O. Box 30332, Little Rock, AR 72260.

America and Britains Future, US-Britishfuture.com,
P.O. Box 4877, Oceanside, CA 92052.

Malachi in Context Is Vital! Lawrence G. Mumme,
P.O. Box 86094, Tucson, AZ 85754.

Jesus the God. Jesus the Man. Priesthood/Minis-
terial Duties. Ray Daly, rayedaly@bis.midco.
net or 3 Santee Rd., Lincoln, ND 58504.

Obituaries
Memorial services for Hattie Linda Stewart,
60, of Hornbeck, La., were May 18, 2015, in
the Labby Memorial Funeral Home Chapel
in Leesville, La. ¶ Mrs. Stewart was born
March 13, 1955, in Fort
Bragg, N.C., to James
and Mildred Merritt Sr.
She passed away on May
15, 2015, at her home in
Hornbeck. She was pre-
ceded in death by her
father, James Merritt Sr.,
and her brother, James L.
Merritt, Jr. She is sur-
vived by her husband of
34 years, Chester “Randy”
Stewart of Hornbeck; two
sons, Anthony Stephens of Orlando, Fla.,
and Timothy Perrin of Houma, La.; two sis-
ters, Terry Quackenbush and Debbie Rog-
ers, both of Hornbeck; her mother, Mildred
Merritt of Anacoco, La.; and numerous
grandchildren and nieces and nephews.

Gary Sefcak, 81, of Lancaster, Ky., passed
away July 20, 2015, with his loving family at
his side. ¶ Born Sept. 5, 1933, in Taylor,
Texas, Gary was a son of the late Lee and
Florence Sefcak. ¶ Survivors include his
wife, Karla Endres Se-
fcak; a son, Tom Sefcak
of Whitefish, Mont.; a
daughter, Kim Hollis of
Lancaster; a granddaugh-
ter, Brianna Sefcak of
San Gil, Colombia; grand-
sons Mitchell Hollis of
Lancaster and Jacob
and Matthew Sefcak of
Whitefish; and a sister,
Joyce Catherwood of
Denton, Texas. ¶ Gary’s
request for cremation rites was honored,
and no services are scheduled. ¶ Memorial
contributions may be given to a charity of
choice. ¶ His sister-in-law Sue Endres
Whitlark wrote: “Gary was a kind and gen-
tle man, always positive, highly supportive
of others, and we will miss that twinkle in
his beautiful eyes. Gary fought the good
fight and he is now resting in peace. We
love him, and look forward to being with
him once again.”
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Connections runs classifieds

A Virtual Church
Dial in Live Every Sabbath
11 am Pacific Time 1 pm Central 2 pm Eastern

Call 916-233-0562
Free live audio and video streaming of the weekly

Virtual Church is available at:

www.godward.org
Check website for coming topics and speakers

Few of us have taken a closer look at the Scrip-
tures to see what it really says about tithing.
Honestly, where does the Bible say, or even hint,
that we are to tithe on the money we earn? What
truly is Biblical “increase”? Few doctrines have
been as badly misrepresented as the doctrine of
tithing. If you now tithe on money, on your pay-
check, then you owe it to yourself and your fam-
ily to get the facts. Read this detailed study of

tithing which has been freeing people from the false teachings on
tithing for over 20 years. (Suggested donation, $3 ppd)

Why do you
tithe on money?

A sunset-to-sunset weekly
Sabbath is not in the Bible!

It is an old story: assuming a belief comes from the Bible, when in
fact the Bible says nothing of the sort. Most of us came out of

Protestantism because we saw exactly that. The
truth, the Scriptural truth, is the sunset-to-sunset
weekly Sabbath doctrine is just ANOTHER ONE of
those beliefs that has no Biblical basis whatever!
Shocking though this may be, it is the provable
truth. For nearly 20 years the book, The Scrip-
tural Weekly Sabbath is NOT from Sunset-to-
Sunset, has shown the vital truth on this crucial
subject. The Biblical facts and history do not lie.
Read the facts for yourself. Is Lev. 23:32 really

proof of a sunset-to-sunset weekly Sabbath? Could it be an ancient
Babylonian method of reckoning the day gradually replaced the
observance of the true Biblical day? This book is a must read. Order
yours today. (Suggested donation $3, ppd\)

To order these books write:
ICY

P.O. Box 208 • Pocahontas, AR 72455

THE UNITED STATES AND BRITAIN
IN PROPHECY

OUTREACH PROGRAM
IN YOUR HOMETOWN OR CITY

FOR INFORMATION GO TO:

AMERICA AND BRITAINS FUTURE.COM
US-BRITISHFUTURE.COM PO BOX 4877, OCEANSIDE, CA 92052

PLEASE BEGIN THE FREE . . . .

Connections: MMMMeeeemmmmbbbbeeeerrrr ttttoooo MMMMeeeemmmmbbbbeeeerrrr

Gary Cefcak

G P E T E R Y E F Z X U H U U Q P H C H
J Z J A C T S P C L U K E J K T E Q M R
T S K I S Z S N A I P P I L I H P Q S K
Y T R E Z F K T C C V K W Z N H O J U B
R S M X W N P D Q L O E T E X O V R M O
A A G P R O R F D X G R N C D K U E Y K
J I E Q O I F K L N Z R I S E U K X T C
Z B P D M T G A X J E Z N N U G J C H S
Z Y H R A A S L X K W A V O T O Y P W G
B H E M N L D B G O I P U C M H B D R A
B T S G S E G N D N H U R O J E I P X S
G O I D R V R H O R E E I L T S L A J H
W M A D I E C L M W B F C O D W U I N K
E I N U I R A C Q G R Q M S B E N T H S
H T S Q L S T I M D E C S S X O Q R I P
T X Z J S T O V W K W C K I F P O Y W T
T P R E J K R B U S S H I A Y U K E T I
A K H S J D B Z P P J N Z N L R E R C W
M T O P S N A I T A L A G S W D A K A I
T V C K H P G L J Z Z L W N O A C L T M

New Testament Books

Acts

Colossians

Corinthians

Ephesians

Galatians

Hebrews

James

John

Jude

Luke

Mark

Matthew

Peter

Philemon

Philippians

Revelation

Romans

Thessalonians

Timothy

Titus

Feast Site Announcement

The Great Lakes Church of God will be
keeping the Feast of
Tabernacles in
Alcoa/Knoxville,
Tennessee. Join
us to learn
more about how
you can be a point of light for God
in today’s world. We will be offering a
millennial atmosphere, just as the Feast of
Tabernacles portrays. Call or e-mail for details.

910-693-9837 / MRicker@glcg.net / www.glcg.net

Hanoch Young / Licensed Tour Guide / Teacher / Lecturer / www.KolYehuda.com
kolyehuda.hanoch@gmail.com / Tel (from US): 323-283-8717 / In Israel: 050-905-5331

— Licensed to Explore the Ancient World —

This is not your standard “see the holy sites” kind of tour. Its purpose is
to enable you to fully connect with the Land of Israel, both ancient and
modern, and to develop a special relationship with the Jewish people.
When you connect with the land, the land will connect with you! For
full itinerary and details for this extraordinary tour experience, visit

www.Kolyehuda.com
Israel is calling to you. This is the year for you to come HOME.

Kol Yehuda: A voice from Judah connecting you to Israel.
Be a part of an amazing, unique experience in Israel.

The Connect To Israel Tour / November 1–13, 2015

Resources ResourcesPersonals
Widow, nurse, longtime COG member look-
ing for a gentleman age 63-90 for a long-
term relationship, friendship first. Please
send info and pics to Laura, P.O. Box
133174, Tyler, TX 75713, U.S.A.

I’m seeking a very petite lady to correspond
with who will study God’s truth, be a true
friend and eventually a loving wife. I’m
healthy, love the outdoors, a dancer and
artist, a young 71 with the motto and slogan
of a scout. Mail to Student, 67888 Alabama
Hwy. 77, Talladega, AL 35160.

Christian Straight Talk, williestraighttalk.blog-
spot.com. Joseph and Barbara Willie discuss a vari-
ety of subjects relating to the New Covenant
gospel (Sexuality, Trinity, Sin, Prophecy). Expand
your biblical horizons.

Virtual Church, Ken Westby, every Sabbath, 11 a.m.
Pacific, 12 noon mountain, 1 p.m. central, 2 p.m.
eastern, (916) 233-0562, www.godward.org.

Www.creatorscovenant.org., P.O. Box 1002, South
Pasadena, CA 91030.

ICY, P.O. 208, Pocahontas, AR 72455.

Linda Stewart
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W
hen we were in grade school (1st to
5th or 6th now, in the States) we
were supposed to have learned
reading comprehension. Exercises
and examples were designed to

force us into actually thinking about what we had
read so we could extract the critical ideas from the
work in question.

Far too many people rush through a reading
assignment and let many of the critical ideas slip
past them due to not having learned to practice
careful reading of a work. This article touches on
the ability of a reader to think past their precon-
ceived notions of what they think a paragraph says.

Let’s pretend we are part of the world. On
December 1, I tell my children they needed to
clean their room starting on the 13th day of
December for 12 days. Then on the 5th of Decem-
ber I tell them again that they were to clean their
room for 12 days, and whatever they find under the
bed on the first day is to be placed under the
Christmas tree.

Now, after reading those instructions, what do
you think they are supposed to do? Are they to
start cleaning their room on December 12? Are
they supposed to get things out from under the
bed on the 12th?

Everyone should know where this is going.
Based on the above hypothetical scenario, the kids
are to wait until the 13th of December. And on the
13th of December they are to do a special action.
And, if they follow my directions, they will find a
special package I have hidden under their beds.

But if they are early, or they are late, they will not
find that gift, because I set an ‘appointment’ date
for them to perform the action. You know, like a
moed. (That’s Hebrew for ‘appointment,’ Strong’s
4150.) And the critical date I set was the first day of
the 12. Kind of like a verse in Deuteronomy chapter
16, verse 4. Let’s read some different versions of
that verse, along with a bit of context, same chapter.

KJV: 2 Thou shalt therefore sacrifice the Pass-
over unto the LORD thy God, of the flock and the
herd, in the place which the LORD shall choose to
place his name there. 3 Thou shalt eat no leavened
bread with it; seven days shalt
thou eat unleavened bread there-
with, even the bread of affliction
. . . 4 And there shall be no leav-
ened bread seen with thee in all
thy coast seven days; neither
shall there anything of the flesh,
which thou sacrificedst the first day
at even, remain all night until the
morning.

NIV: 2 Sacrifice as the Pass-
over to the Lord your God an
animal from your flock or herd at the place the Lord
will choose as a dwelling for his Name. 3 Do not eat
it with bread made with yeast, but for seven days eat
unleavened bread, the bread of affliction . . . 4 Let
no yeast be found in your possession in all your land
for seven days. Do not let any of the meat you sacrifice
on the evening of the first day remain until morning.

The Geneva Bible: 2 Thou shalt therefore offer
the Passeouer vnto the Lord thy God, of sheepe
and bullockes in the place where the Lord shall
chose to cause his Name to dwell. 3 Thou shalt eate
no leauened bread with it: but seuen dayes shalt
thou eate vnleauened bread therewith, euen the
bread of tribulation . . . 4 And there shal be no

leauen seene with thee in all thy coastes seuen
dayes long: neither shall there remaine the night
any of the flesh vntil the morning which thou
offeredst ye first day at euen.

Jewish Publication Society: 2 And thou shalt
sacrifice the Passover-offering unto the LORD thy
God, of the flock and the herd, in the place
which the LORD shall choose to
cause His name to dwell there. 3
Thou shalt eat no leavened bread
with it; seven days shalt thou eat
unleavened bread therewith,
even the bread of affliction . . . 4
And there shall be no leaven seen
with thee in all they borders seven
days; neither shall any of the flesh,
which thou sacrificest the first day at even,
remain all night until the morning.

Young’s Literal: 2 And thou hast
sacrificed a Passover to Jehovah thy
God, of the flock, and of the herd,
in the place which Jehovah doth
choose to cause His name to tab-
ernacle there. 3 Thou dost not
eat with it any fermented thing,
seven days thou dost eat with it
unleavened things, bread of
affliction . . . 4 and there is not
seen with thee leaven in all thy bor-
der seven days, and there doth not remain of
the flesh which thou dost sacrifice at evening on the first
day till morning.

I think you get the idea. Seems as if God was
pretty clear that the Passover sacrificial meal was
to be consumed during the night portion of the
first day of the period of seven days in which
unleavened bread was prohibited.

What is so hard to understand about this set of
sentences? Maybe because they don’t fit with the
tradition we were spoon-fed for so many years?

Seems now that the truth in what HWA said is
being borne out by the very people he preached to:
“I have often said it is much more difficult to
unlearn an erroneous supposed truth than it is to
learn a new truth.”

Yes, I challenge the leaders and members of the
Churches of God to actually read what God says,
not what they were taught He says. Again, from
HWA: “Well-meaning men among the clergy have
received their teaching from other men as handed
down traditionally in these churches. They have
assumed these false teachings to be the true teach-
ings of the Bible . . . , it has become the practice
and custom to read an already-believed false teach-
ing into each particular scripture, taken out of its
context. In other words to interpret the scriptures
to say what they have already been taught and
come to believe.” (All HWA quotes from his ‘Au-
thor’s Statement’ for Mystery of the Ages, © 1985, as

published at http://www.reluctant-messenger.com/
HWA/Mystery/index.htm.)

Two observations. (1) Passover is the sacrifice. It
is not a day. Carefully read all the verses you can find
and you will see that the sacrifice is the Passover. (2)
Ex 12:8 “in that night.” What is the subject of this

phrase? The 14th? Presumably if you believe
the sacrifice was to be offered at the begin-

ning of the 14th.
But what if the sacrifice was to be

offered at the end of the 14th? Then the
phrase in question will refer back to the
15th. “And they shall eat the flesh in that
night . . .” What night? The night that

directly followed the time of the offering
of the sacrifice, at sundown of the 14th.
Granted most of you reading this do not
agree. But, if you can open you mind to see
another point of view, you might see
something God wants you to.

Continuing, vs. 12, “For I will . . . this
night . . .” Which night again? Well,

it could be the 15th. I know, I
know, you don’t see that.
Could it be you don’t see be-
cause you are blinded by your

past education, just as HWA
said the world is?
Look at Numbers 33:3: “And they

departed from Rameses in the first month, on the
fifteenth day of the first month; on the morrow
after the Passover.” Again, the vast majority are
going to tell me “on the morrow” means a 24-hour
period of time after the 14th. I’m telling you it also
means the next day; as in, ‘it rained all night, but
on the morrow the sun came out.’ Strong’s word
H4283 can be read either way. It can also read, “And
they departed from Rameses in the first month, on
the fifteenth day of the first month; on the morrow
(morning) (rising of the sun) after the Passover.”

Consider Ex 12:39: “And they baked unleavened
cakes of the dough which they brought forth out of
Egypt, for it was not leavened; because they were
thrust out of Egypt, and could not tarry, neither
had they prepared for themselves any victual.”

How long does it take bread
to rise? While I’m no baker, it
appears that once the dough is
prepared, it takes about four to
eight hours from forming the
loaf till it’s ready to eat, from
the oven.

What’s this have to do with
the Israelites? Again, notice Ex
12:39. Their bread did not have
time to rise, from the time they

last were able to create loaves until
they had to leave. According to the standard 14th-
Passover timing, there were at least 18 hours or more
from the death angel to the time they marched out
of Egypt. More than enough time to create bread for
their trip. But, according to an end-of-14th sacrifice
and 15th-Passover meal, they had only six hours
from death angel to being thrown out of Egypt.

While not a definitive proof, this is one more bit
of support for an end-of-the-14th sacrifice. God tells
us they didn’t have time to bake. If the sacrifice was
at the beginning of the 14th, they would have had
more than enough time to bake for their journey.

Try to put aside your traditions. Look at this
from a new perspective.

A Lesson in Reading
Comprehension

bill.hawkins1@gmail.com

According to the standard 14th-
Passover timing, there were at least 18
hours or more from the death angel to
the time they marched out of Egypt. 
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Alton B. (Don) Billingsley

“T
he United States Is a Dying
Country”–-July 17, by Steve
McCann—“For many years
that distasteful reality has
been painfully obvious to

those of us who immigrated to the
United States having experienced
first-hand the human suffering brought
about by the near total destruction of
a continent and the brutality of totali-
tarian rule throughout the world. The
underlying cause of so much death and
destruction over the past century is
threefold: immorality, despotism and
radical ideology.

Legalized Abortions—“I could only
watch over the past 42 years as the Amer-
ican people have sanctioned, through legal
abortions, the death of over 54.5 million
children. Once this disregard of human
life took hold, the citizens of this nation
were susceptible to wholesale changes with-
in society.

The Flush of Prosperity—“Far too
many of the American people, flush with
prosperity [Ezekiel 16:48-50], willfully ig-
nored the infiltration of the education,
media and entertainment establishments by
the 1960’s radicals, the most narcissistic and
radical legion of socialist true-believers on
the face of the earth. Through the control
of these mediums of indoctrination, an ever
increasing percentage of the population has
been conditioned to believe there are no
moral absolutes and there is a limitless list
of rights as granted by the government. . . .”

11 Signs That America Has Already
Gone Down the Toilet—By Michael
Snyder, on July 21, 2015—“. . . Just
when you think that the depravity of
the United States cannot possibly get
any worse, something else comes
along to surprise us. . . . It is important
that we face the truth about how far
this nation has fallen.

The Toilet has been Flushed!—“There
are times when I will be having a con-
versation with someone else about the
state of our country, and the other per-
son will say something like this:
“Wow—America is really going down

the toilet.” At one time, I would have
totally agreed with that. But at this
point I would have to say that we have
already circled the bowl and have
made it all the way through to the
other end.

The Addiction of
Society—“Our soci-
ety is absolutely ad-
dicted to entertain-
ment (most of which
is utter trash), tens
of millions of us are
hooked on drugs
(both legal and ille-
gal). . . . Our finan-
cial system is con-
sumed with greed,
we treat our mili-
tary veterans like
h u m a n  g a r b a g e ,
and most of our
“leaders” in Wash-
ington, D.C., are
deeply corrupt. In
America today, 64
percent of all men view pornography
at least once per month, it is estimat-
ed that one out of every four girls is
sexually abused before they become
adults, and we have the highest teen-
age pregnancy rate in the entire indus-
trialized world. . . .

The Sale of Aborted Baby Parts—“All
over the United States, the body parts of
aborted babies are being bought and sold,
and the U.S. government gives the organiza-
tion at the heart of this sick “industry” hun-
dreds of millions of dollars a year. This
week, another incredibly shocking under-
cover video has been released which has
given us even more evidence of what
Planned Parenthood is really up to . . .
This is wickedness at a level that is almost
unspeakable, and it is being bankrolled by
the U.S. government. . . .”

An Inside View of This World—View-
ing the conditions in everyday society in
America, violence, lack of justice, racial riots,
diminishing of authority and respect for
Law Enforcement, moral collapse, abor-
tions, rejection of religion—of God and His

Holy Bible, not only in America, but the
world—recently led the disillusioned Bill
O’Reilly on Fox News Channel to make the
following observation: “This world is
going to blow up . . . and will unless

something happens to
change it!”

The Coming Demise
of the Nations of Is-
rael—End-time prophe-
cy makes known the peo-
ple of God who choose to
remain within the cities
of the United States and

Israel—will soon have the BIG BOMB
dropped on them (Ezekiel 6:6; 12:20).

Warning from Holy Scriptures—God’s
true and faithful people are being warned
that Word will be given to flee, possibly with-
in the next three years, more or less, according
to God’s Time Table, before the demise of
this and other nations of Israel! And to be
counted worthy (Luke 21:36), preparation
MUST BE taking place NOW—both spiritual-
ly—and mentally—in order to be counted
worthy to escape before nuclear disaster
strikes (Revelation 18:4-5; Jeremiah 30:4-7).

Promise from God: God has made a
PROMISE of protection for those who are of
the Philadelphia Era of His true and faithful
Church for clinging to the FULLNESS of
His true teachings, as taught by His late
apostle, Mr. Herbert W. Armstrong (Reve-
lation 3:7-13); and supporting His work. To
be so blessed, please seriously study the last
book he wrote: the unedited MYSTERY OF
THE AGES. Reading, and acting on it, could
save your life from this coming and dreadful
time. Remember—Mr. Armstrong was the
man God used to teach all of us.

http://bodyofchristonline.us • http://cog-ff.com • http://www.ezekielwatchman.org
P.O. Box 130 • Valley Springs, CA 95252 • (209) 772-0737

The Ezekiel WATCHMAN
God’sWarning Message

The quotes and pictures above are for educational

purposes only. Entire contents © 2015 The Church of

God. All Rights Reserved. The copyright subsisting in

material quoted in this publication and trademarks

appearing in this publication belong to the respective

owners thereof and no claim of ownership therein is

made by The Church of God, Faithful Flock.

“Behold, I will send you Elijah the prophet before the coming of the great and
dreadful Day of the LORD (Malachi 4:5; Matthew 17:10-11).

“The United States Is Dying”
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William Blum’s book (2013)

America’s Deadliest Export, Democracy:
US foreign policy is no secret. It is plainly

to dominate the world by any means necessary.
It has overthrown more than 50 foreign govern-
ments, most democratically elected. Dropped
bombs on more than 30 nations. Killed several
million people, made the lives of many more of
agony, and tortures many thousands.

Romans used the Roman term meaning Let
them hate as long as they fear. A member of
the Bush Administration is known to use that
motto. US diplomat John Kiesling in his resig-
nation letter over the Iraq policy asked if the
motto is that of the US.

When the huge Pentagon was planned in
1941, Senator Arthur Vandenberg asked: “Un-
less the war is to be permanent, why must we
have permanent accommodations for war fa-
cilities of such size? Or is the war to be perma-
nent?” Perpetual war was conducted ever since.

The Black Commentator in the 4th year of
the Iraq war stated: “Wars may be aberrant
experiences in the lives of most human indi-
viduals, but some nations are serial aggres-
sors. American Society is unique in having
been formed almost wholly by processes of
aggression against external and internal
Others.” So we conducted imperial wars for
land grab even before the Pentagon existed.

One phrase used by Nazis was Germany
Above All [same as Skull and Bones]. One US
Air Force website lists links about Above All
meaning more than just flying jets high above.
With Above All repeated numerous times, as
Air Dominance, Space Dominance and Cyber
Dominance. These guys don’t fool around.
“They are not your father’s imperialistic war-
mongers.” Full Spectrum Dominance is touted
and claimed even fighting in space and cyber
space. Including the ability to deny others the
use of space.

Many US leaders in the 1890s expressed
global rule, as Teddy Roosevelt: “It is for the
good of the world that the English-speaking
race in all its branches should hold as much of
the world’s surface as possible.” [Other colo-
nizing nations thought they should be the ones!]

The National Security Strategy issued by the
White House in Sept. 2002 claimed all nations
should be able to choose democracy. But also
stated “the United States will, if necessary, act
preemptively.” So the US would act like the
Nazis were accused of by the Allies, of attack-
ing other nations unprovoked. So the US would
not just attack if for defense, but for offense.

US citizens are like the family of a Mafia
boss who do not know and do not care what the
father does for a living. And then wonder why
someone would throw a firebomb at their house.

The US actually favors terrorists, if they are
against anyone the US is also against. So the
US allows anti-Castro terrorists haven in
Florida. While US presidents warn other
nations to not harbor terrorists.

The US dropping of atom bombs on Japan
after it was ready to surrender was a threat
against Russia and to set up the Cold War hype
to further build up military forces. The
Marshall Plan to aid recovery of war-torn
nations actually aided the US the most in
requiring restrictions to be placed to dictate
policies and for them to buy US weapons.

Francis Fitzgerald noted in her study of US
history books in schools that the US was
deemed acting like the Salvation Army. So US
soldiers based on other people’s soil wondered
why they were so hated. [Not seeming to real-
ize the terrific pollution, noise, chaos, crashes,
rapes and arrogance displayed by US troops
and land grab was not appreciated.]

Bush said we don’t do torture, as we usually
let other nations do it for us, but Guantanamo
torture continues for decades. Its former com-
mander General Jay Hood said “Sometimes we
just didn’t get the right folks.” So many were
tortured for years though innocent. But torture
should not be used even on bad guys. The US
claims many torture methods are not torture,
but if the methods were used on those claiming
this they would think so. Many claimed terror-
ists are found by entrapment considered illegal.
The would-be terrorists are encouraged,
trained and funded by a US employee, to later
claim they are terrorists and to be arrested.

US troops in Iraq were used to hunt for
insurgents in homes, taking men away, trau-
matizing women and children, and would take
money found. Dangerous insurgents were
allowed to be free if they led US forces to spy
on others. On many occasions Iraqis who

complained about US actions were killed on
the spot. Even the wives of suspected insur-
gents were taken hostage to force the men to
surrender. US cluster bombs used in Iraq often
killed or exploded limbs off of civilians, and
duds later exploded like land mines.

While Bush claimed human rights were a pri-
ority, Iraq presses were shut down if they report-
ed on US atrocities, or the reporters shot. Or the
US planted its own news in the Iraqi press.

The US has forced nations to compensate it
by millions of dollars each year for harm it did:
As South Vietnam paid though the US created
the most amount of chaos with napalm and
Agent Orange. The Bully gets his tribute money.

Iraq war for oil, not for 911
In 2005 the British NGO Platform reported

on the Rip-Off of Iraq’s Oil Wealth, how the
US was giving away 64% of Iraq’s oil to
multinational corporations. Profit rates of
return of 42-162%. So Iraq’s oil is not for the
benefit of its people as democracy demands.

A 8-4-2006 Washington Post article quoted
Iraqis telling how the chaos there would cease
if Americans left. That insurgents are rebelling
against the US occupation. Even quoting a US
officer who asked “Nobody wants us here, so
why are we here?”

The US has a long history of bombing a
nation’s utilities as water supply and sanitation
and not providing funds to restore them. In
Iraq in both Gulf Wars, killing and maiming
civilians in the process. Yugoslavia was
bombed 78 days in a row, leaving an advanced
society in chaos.

During the 78-day US-NATO 1999 bombing
of Serbia, a Belgrade office building for hun-
dreds of private companies was assessed bomb-
ing damage before it was bombed: “Casualty
Estimate 50-100 Government/Party employees.
Unintended Civ Casualty Est: 250—Apts in
expected blast radius.” The calculations meant
the bombs were expected to blow up 50-100
politicians as targets, and 250 people living in
nearby apartments, all civilians.

Saddam was accused of massacring his own
people, but they were actually Kurds. The US
inflated the numbers killed to as much as
300,000, but the count was more likely in the
hundreds. And Lincoln was not tried for
killing his own people, as Southerners in the
Civil War, hundreds of thousands. Even the
Pentagon issued a report saying the Kurds may
have been killed by Iranians with poison gas.
If the Iraqis did use gas on the Kurds, it was
supplied by the US along with other aid of
weapons in the Iraq-Iran war.

US Lt. Col. Mark Davis told a crowd of 300
angry Iraqis protesting the US military base
nearby that the attack helicopters and mortar-
firing for practice were sounds of peace. A
vote was conducted to allow the base or not,
but the votes were counted on the base.

In the town of Basra the British raided the
Iraqi jail to free two British men, angering
many Iraqis. The two had been caught in civil-
ian clothes with bomb materials. Which raises
speculation. Were they and many more like
them disguised as Arab insurgents fomenting
trouble to make it seem the coalition forces
were necessary?

Is Iran a great nuclear threat?
Iran is continually accused by Israel of hat-

ing Jews, yet it has 30,000 Jews that live nor-
mal lives, not in concentration camps or killed.
Some are part of the parliament. Iranian Jews
are free to emigrate to Israel but do not. So US
and Israel lie about the Iranian nuclear threat.

One of Israel’s leading military historians,
Martin van Creveld, said in June 2007 that the
US has objected to other nations acquiring
nuclear weapons as very dangerous, like
Russia and China, but has been able to live
with that. Americans believe they are so good
and democratic that they deserve to have them,
and want to control their use and is the only
nation to have used them. “We are in no dan-
ger at all of having an Iranian nuclear weapon
dropped on us.” Israel and the US infer Iran is
the primary nuclear threat to the world.

Those in the US military industrial complex
want enemies since their very jobs depend on
them, and like to drum up business.

When the Soviet Union broke up, Bulgaria
and Albania became free to have their own elec-
tions, but chose Communism. While the US had
kept urging they become free, when they chose
against US wishes the US had the elected lead-
ers overthrown, as US common practice. So the

US touting of democracy is a sham.
The UN Convention Against Torture was

ratified by the US, so nations that torture can-
not be justified just because a superior officer
gave the order. Of course, those giving the
orders are guilty, and the UN tried to pursue
G.W. Bush and Rumsfeld. Obama later
claimed he does not believe anyone is above
the law, but also thinks the past is gone and we
should look forward. So in effect, Bush and
Rumsfeld are above the law.

A 1994 report of Congress stated that in the
1940s, 60,000 US military personnel were
experimented on with chemical agents as mus-
tard gas. They were threatened with imprison-
ment in Fort Leavenworth if they told anyone
about the tests, even their doctors. For decades
the Pentagon denied these tests took place,
until the evidence was overwhelming. Such
tests continued secretly into the 1990s, as tak-
ing LSD. Millions were exposed to radiation
or dioxin in Agent Orange.

Soldiers with PTSD are sometimes pun-
ished by officers thinking they are weak. US
troops had to take vaccines for anthrax and
nerve gas not approved by the FDA. And
sometimes treated as criminals if they refused.
During WWII soldiers were forced to take a
yellow fever vaccine, so 330,000 became
infected with Hepatitis B virus.

US drones fire missiles indiscriminately,
killing civilians along with suspected terror-
ists. In Pakistan 2006 several houses were
incinerated along with 18 civilians and per-
haps no bad guys. Of course, there was out-
rage against the US. Senator McCain stated
“We apologize, but I can’t tell you we wouldn’t
do the same thing again.” Imagine if the roles
were reversed and another nation attacked on
US soil this way. In 2011 the US killed two
Americans in a drone strike in Yemen.

On May 13, 1985, a police helicopter dropped
a bomb on Philadelphia which burned an entire
block killing eleven, including several small
children, in trying to get rid of a group called
MOVE. Of course, all those killed were black.

A UN resolution was tried to be passed in
several consecutive years claiming all people
have a right to safe and nutritious food, but it
keeps getting blocked by the only dissenting
vote of the US. The US claims famine-strick-
en lands will legally want food aid. [It seems
the US would rather give gifts of dropped
bombs than food!]

The Russians set up the Berlin Wall due to
massive subversion by the US. The US funded
and trained German activist groups to disrupt
the East German state. From putting sand in a
factory’s turbine, to using fire bombs, to poi-
soning cigarettes of high East German officials.
Even those under the supposed Iron Curtain
were not under severe restrictions, since in
1984 40,000 East Germans were allowed to
leave. Yet 20,000 former East Germans wanted
to return in 1985 after they got disillusioned
with the capitalist system in the West.

Both Japan and Germany after WWII were
appalled by their war government policies,
became pacifists and remained so. And both
took on US military bases (Japan with 100).
The US recently urged both to become active
militarily, and the Germans were urged to
learn again how to kill.

US plunders and pollutes
One of the greatest conspiracy theories was

that there was really a Cold War pitting Com-
munists against capitalism to take over the
world. Russia now has a higher quality of life
and longer life expectancy than the US.
Capitalism seems to place no concern for the
environment. Frederic Bastiat wrote “When
plunder becomes a way of life for a group of
men living in society, they create for them-
selves . . . a legal system that authorizes it and
a moral code that glorifies it.”

The greatest spoiler of the environment is
the US military. It uses 3.5 million gallons of
oil in the Mid-East each day. Add the toxic
effects of Agent Orange defoliant, particularly
in Vietnam. Depleted Uranium used in several
wars continues to pollute the rest of the world.
US foreign bases pollute the surrounding land
in deliberate wasting of the land of others
(besides polluting at bases in the US).

Howard Zinn defined nationalism “as a set of
beliefs taught to each generation in which the
Motherland or the Fatherland is an object of
veneration and becomes a burning cause for
which one becomes willing to kill the children of
other Motherlands or Fatherlands . . . Patri-

otism is used to create the illusion of a common
interest that everybody in the country has.”

Russian Mikhail Bakunin said “The very
existence of the state demands that there be some
privileged class vitally interested in maintaining
that existence. And it is precisely the group inter-
ests of that class that are called patriotism.”

The US, like other militaristic nations, touts
the military at every opportunity, particularly
at sporting events with announced apprecia-
tion of US troops as heroes, display of giant
US flags and flybys of military jets. During the
2003 buildup of military hype before the Iraq
invasion there was criticism of the “combina-
tion of the corporation, the military and the
complete investiture of the flag with mass
spectator sports has set up a pre-fascist atmos-
phere in America already.”

Too few Americans seem to know the truth
about US wars for imperialism: Senator Ron
Paul announced publicly that the 911 attacks
were blowback for US atrocities to other nations,
and was roundly booed. Popular singer Tony
Bennett in a radio interview told what George W.
Bush had told him that the Iraq invasion was a
mistake, which got Tony in trouble. So he felt
obliged to defend himself on Facebook stating
that his WWII experience had taught him that
war is the lowest form of human behavior. He
was sad that his statements suggested any thing
other than his love of his country.

What has the US been doing in the Mid-
East? Bombing nations at will, or destroying
their planes and ships. Even got Saudi Arabia
to accept US bases (for a while) that they
claim pollute Muslim holy soil. The US rou-
tinely tortures suspected Muslims without
trial. One big lie is that Muslims hate us for
our freedom, while they really hate us for
predator air strikes against them. And for Israel
which destroys Palestinians with US support.
So US touting liberty is hypocritical.

After WWII US troops were ordered not to
go home but go to other nations to support colo-
nial rule, as to the US colony of the Philippines.
But massive numbers of them refused, conduct-
ed hunger strikes and wrote their Congressmen,
almost leading to mass mutiny until their
demands were met. On 1-13-1946 500 US ser-
vicemen in Paris adopted The Enlisted Man’s
Magna Charta, to reform the master-slave rela-
tionship between officers and enlisted men. And
remove the US Secretary of War.

Following 3 sections on 911 cases
One investigator claims holographic planes

were used. Another that the planes were mere-
ly inserted as images of TV video. Some ‘wit-
nesses’ pretended they saw the planes at the
Twin Towers though all real witnesses claimed
no planes were seen or heard despite the roar
commercial jets make. Only from films seen
on TV did people get the idea planes crashed.

It would certainly make the 911 attacks eas-
ier on the perpetrators without a lot of passen-
gers to deal with. Though some researchers
have noted at least one passenger list had
many from a company related to US defense.

While Operation Northwoods written by
the US military suggested switching planes
with a commercial US flight and remotely
controlling a duplicate to crash to incite out-
rage against Castro, evidently not even remote
control was used on 911. Northwoods also in-
dicated that US troops could commit acts of
terrorism in US cities to blame on Cuba, so the
US military is not beyond causing deaths of
US citizens to incite war.

Planes without Passengers book
The Faked Hijackings of 9/11 by Dean Hart-

well (2012). This case is an attempt to figure
out what really happened, that there were no
passengers (in the supposed plane crashes) and
thus none were killed. Two planes were still
listed in active service after 911.

He relies on the Bureau of Transportation
Statistics records that indicate only United 175
and 93 were scheduled to fly that day and the
two flights of American 11 and 77 were not.

Flight manifests and tickets bought infer
that other passengers might have been in-
volved, but no surveillance from airport cam-
eras recorded them, so most likely they were
fakes. No independent reports have shown that
any bodies of passengers were found at the
‘crash’ scenes.

There were 200 passengers that must have
stayed alive, arriving at Cleveland that day, but
not claimed officially. The government has not
replied to reasonable requests for 911 events
and often denying Freedom of Information Act
requests. Two wars were incited by 911 events
[and found to be for false reasons later].

Andrew Johnson did a study of 12,000 New
York witness reports, and found that most only
saw a small commuter plane. And that of the
18 videos showing planes hitting the Towers,
they were only of anonymous posts or from the

Plane Truth Part 16

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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mainstream media. The Citizen Investigation
Team did find witnesses claiming they saw a
large plane travel north over the Citgo gas sta-
tion near the Pentagon, not consistent with the
Official Story. [This plane appeared to fly over
and passed the Pentagon when an explosion
occurred. From a missile since the hole was too
small for a commercial jet, and into the only
reinforced concrete wall?]

Identifying plane parts at a crash site is cru-
cial about what happened. None of the 911 sites
had plane parts that could be matched to the
alleged planes. “Col. George Nelson USAF
(retired), an expert on air crashes, observed that
the government never produced even one of
millions of uniquely identifiable parts from any
of the planes that allegedly flew.”

At the time, cell phones could not work
properly at the altitudes claimed. A.K. Dewd-
ney lists ways a person’s voice can be faked.
And notes that Israel had a telephone facility
capable of eavesdropping on calls before 911.
Cell phones used in flight were reasonably use-
ful only below 2000 feet. Voices can be faked
by a voice synthesizer to appear said by a per-
son they know. When cell phones were found
not possible at high altitudes, the FBI changed
the story to air phones.

The director of the Forensic Biology Depart-
ment at NY City Office of the Chief Medical
Examiner wrote about a few matches found of
passenger body parts found at the Tower crash-
es. But specified no one in particular.

Lt. Col. Dawne Deskins of the National
Guard told in an ABC News special a year later
that “They [the FAA] told us that they showed
the American Airlines Flight 11 was still air-
borne.” After its supposed crash into the WTC.

One flight could have gotten confused with
another if they flew within 3/5 of a mile of each
other so radar could not detect a difference.
NORAD could have sent messages to the pilots
of 175 and 93 of an emergency and told them
to turn off their transponders and fly some-
where. Or the pilots could have been in on the
plot, flying their planes according to a plan, or
receive communications by other means.

Pilots for 9/11 Truth obtained a classified
data parameter known as CI which records
when a cockpit door is opened during flight, but
recorded none. So the cockpit of Flight 77
could not have been breached in a hijack. Even
the 9/11 Commission admitted that no air traf-
fic controllers identified Flight 77 as a hijacked
plane while airborne.

Vincent Sammartino found that the passen-
gers whose families took the 9/11 Victims Com-
pensation Fund money was only 10 of 266
alleged passengers. This indicates the public was
given names of people who did not exist, who
were still alive or had already died before 911.

Somerset County Coroner Wallace Miller was
one of the first to arrive at the supposed Flight 93
crash site. He said “I have not to this day seen a
single drop of blood. Not a drop.” And that it
“looked like someone took a scrap truck, dug a
10-foot ditch and dumped all this trash into it . . .
I stopped being a coroner after about 20 minutes
because there were no bodies there.”

The 9/11 Commission reported the names of
the alleged hijackers, but 6 of 19 were later
reported alive after 911.

Pilot John Lear says passenger flights are
required by the FAA to have The Envelope
which contains the passenger manifest, destina-
tion and amount of fuel on board, the pilot and
flight crew names, and when the aircraft door
closed. The passenger manifest can be changed
by the chief flight attendant if passengers do not
show up, or late arrivals are added—so every-
one on board is recorded.

Pilots for 9/11 Truth say there is an Aircraft
Communications Addressing and Reporting
System used for planes. “The ACARS mes-
sages sent to Flight 93 indicate that the plane
was heading west over Illinois several minutes
after it supposedly crashed in Pennsylvania!”

No Planes Hit the Towers on 911
DVD and online by pilot John Lear: The US

Defense Dept. came out in 1999 with future
predictions that by 2025 war would include
holographic jets and other optical deceptions to
confuse enemy pilots. That a 3-D image would
appear and act like the real thing.

Some 911 truthers think the planes were taken
over by remote control and steered contrary to
the pilots wishes. But if so the pilots would

quickly radio that in. And flying big jetliners at
high speed into buildings is very difficult, studied
by simulations when experienced pilots could
not do it. At high speed and low altitude the jets
become very unstable and may break apart.

A few plane parts were claimed found (when
there should have been very, very many). One
engine part was Pratt & Whitney–made, but the
planes were of General Electric. No parts found
had recorded numbers so could not be matched
to planes.

At the ‘official’93 crash site, witnesses first on
the scene claimed there were only small parts
smaller than a phone book found, and one imme-
diately asked Where are the plane parts? Normal
plane crashes are strewn with many big parts.

The first video and later ‘ear’ witness reports
at the Twin Towers had no sound of jets.
Airliners make much noise, have terrific roar,
but no such sounds were heard. The supposed
jets seen on TV proceeded right through the
Towers with hardly any loss of speed, as if they
were fake. Wing tips are structurally fragile and
only hold lights, while the inner wings are
stronger and contain fuel. The wing tips were
shown going into the buildings, as the whole
planes went into the walls making a cartoon or
Road Runner cookie-cutter hole. The planes
showed no reflections though it was a sunny day.

The Official Story claims the jet fuel ignited
becoming so hot to melt steel, yet human bod-
ies from the buildings were not singed. The 2nd
jet appears in front of the cable of the crane at
the site, but then goes behind the crane though
the cable and crane are attached. The nose cone
of planes are hollow and get damaged just from
a bird hitting it, so they could not go through a
fortified wall. Jet parts were not seen impacting
the buildings and remaining outside.

Great American Psy-Opera
(Psychological Operation) DVD or see

online by Collin Alexander, expert in video
effects: The jet images seen on TV were fakes.
Images of planes were inserted later to be
shown to the public of past events.

Reporters (as Dan Rather) claimed the
Towers collapsed like controlled demolition.
Osama was blamed for the attacks within 20
minutes. Early reports claimed there were no
planes, and only until later were planes shown
on TV. Later, Larry Silverstein who had recent-
ly purchased the Twin Towers and 3 months
before had insured them for such an event, said
they were going to pull the buildings, a term
used in controlled demolition. WTC7 was not
hit by a jet, yet fell also within hours. Three
towers fell at almost free fall speed with hardly
any resistance from floors below.

There were some building parts that seemed
exploded, thrown far from the buildings which
could not be accounted by simple gravity col-
lapse.

Official reports claimed 19 Arab hijackers hat-
ing our freedom attacked, and collapsed the
Towers by fuel reaching the temperature of melt-
ing steel, though in the 20th century that could not
happen, not even 1000 degrees F since steel takes
over 2795 degrees. Vehicles around “Ground
Zero” had melted engines. No steel-framed build-
ing has ever collapsed by fire before or since, but
3 supposedly did that day and in a few hours.

Many war games were going on, so there
were false blips on radar, and many radar con-
trollers did not know if the event was real or
part of the games.

Put options are used in Wall Street trading to
bet that a company’s stock will plummet, and
there were many against those companies
involved in the attacks. Someone in the know
was going to make a lot of money off the disas-
ter. Rumsfeld announced the day before 911 that
the Pentagon could not account for $2.3 trillion.

No plane parts with serial numbers were
found. No seats, no luggage, no bodies from the
planes were found. The building debris was
quickly hauled away, so hardly any could be
investigated as normal procedure, for plane
crashes or towers collapsing quickly.

Most things were pulverized, as if something
more energetic than fuel burning was the cause.
Public protests led to a commission to finally
investigate, but it only addressed security issues
and did not even mention WTC7 falling.

Groups as Scholars for 911 Truth, 911 Was
an Inside Job, and structural engineers joined
forces to propagate the truth.

LIHOP means Let it happen on purpose—
Bush and company at least knew but did noth-

ing to prevent it. MIHOP—Make it happen on
purpose. George H.W. Bush on Sept. 11, 1990,
announced about a NWO, coincidence?

PNAC was written by Cheney, Wolfiwitz,
Libby and Crystal who became part of Bush’s
Cabinet. It came out on Sept. 2000, one year
before 911, about US dominance in air, sea, air,
space and cyberspace, needing another Pearl
Harbor to trigger desired actions.

The Pile Drive theory claimed the floors
below the top began to lose their chemical bonds
“somehow” like explosions allowing the top
floors to collapse into the bottom ones so fast.
Most mass of the towers became plumes of dust.

Collin cites Judy Wood’s claim that the
Towers were hit by a direct energy weapon, but
he thinks mini nukes were used [perhaps both
were?].—Much barium and strontium were
found at the site, by-products of radioactive
decay in explosions. Much tritium was found in
the sewers, also a by-product of nukes. There
was a haze of fumes for months afterward that
was not hot from smoldering fires for over 100
days not accounted for by any point source
[though some molten steel was present for
months]. Skin on humans was reported to be
peeling off some people, as in Hiroshima, and
there were 1400 vehicles melted on nearby
ground. Can jet fuel of kerosene do that?

The planes shown on TV did not show any vor-
texes. While in normal air, they are not seen, when
smoke appeared upon impact, there was enough
smoke to show swirling, but none was seen.

War of the Worlds radio show in 1938 seemed
real, even though it was announced beforehand
that it was fiction, and many tuning in later did-
n’t hear that. It sounded real because events
were reported by news announcements. A study
was done and found that people believed an
event occurred as on TV even over seeing the
actual event with their own eyes!

A company called Gelatin with B-thing of
performing arts occupied the very floors where
the planes supposedly hit, but 3 weeks before
used much cardboard to keep prying eyes out.
Perhaps getting the floors below to give way
later by removing their trusses?

The same crisis actor was interviewed on TV
for 911 saying structural failure occurred after
the crashes, and at the LAX crisis. Crisis actors
are real actors or ordinary people who act out
an event for preparedness drills. They could
portray a ‘real’ event without knowing it, with
proper editing by the film editor.

Video editing mistakes show fraud
[During football games the line of scrim-

mage and 1st down line can be highlighted,
shown on TV in real time. When doing so,
sometimes there are glitches seen.]

There were only 3 live videos of the plane
crashes, all by choppers. One reported by FOX
chopper 5 was by Kai Simonsen who happens to
be an expert in video imagining so knew how to
insert a jet into a video, and shows that at his
website! His view on 911 was from 5 miles away.
Quite far away and only shows the Towers, par-
ticularly in a zoom, when the jet appears for just
a second—how is that for coincidence?! He had
about 6 seconds to notice the approaching jet and
zoom in on it if it was there but did not.

Choppers have difficulty maintaining posi-
tion and his drifted too far, so the inserted jet
image appeared to actually go through the
building, nose first which is impossible as it
would crumble easily upon impact. Some early
news announcers noticed this nose tip protrud-
ing out the other side on TV and then talked
about it on TV (but not how this could happen
to fragile parts).

Evans Fairbanks took a video, but it had no
sound. He early reported that the FBI had delet-
ed the sound, but later said he had accidentally
turned off the microphone. Still later, sound of
the noise of a jet was inserted for TV consump-
tion, so most people did not know otherwise.
Such jets have a very loud roar.

The WTC7 was announced fallen on TV,
though in the background you could see it was
still up! News announcers seemed to follow a
script of events.

[YouTube shows many plane crashes. Most
plane parts do not penetrate obstacles, but
remain outside them. Objects as small as birds
can bring down planes. Nose cones of planes
are fiberglass that dent easily. Aluminum planes
parts do not fare much better, rather like alu-
minum cans.]

Ilan Pappe DVD and book
He is an Israeli historian who speaks out

against Zionism. He says realities on the
ground do not match Zionist rhetoric of peace-
loving and democracy. Zionists want all of
Palestine and preferably with no Palestinian.
But they will settle for few of them. Jews tried
buying land from Palestinians in the 1929-30s
but could not buy enough, only 7%.

When the British mandate was over in 1948,
the Jews were 1/3 of the population. The British
were suppose to police the area until it was over,
but allowed Jews to war against unprepared
Arabs, forced them out of urban areas or killed
them. Creating a million refugees and a million
deaths. Later, land was annexed next to Jerusalem
directly. In 1967, because of the 6-day war, Jews
gained all the land of Israel. But Jews could not
occupy near the West Bank because of an agree-
ment with Jordan, so Jewish settlers grabbed
footholds in the territory and expanded. By
harassing or killing any Arabs that opposed them.

Imagine in Canada if a group forming 1/3
the populace began doing what Zionists did in
Israel? The world media would oppose it, but
not much was said in the mainstream media in
Israel or English world. Foreign reporters did
report the atrocities, but their reports were not
widely known. Pappe carefully looked up the
meaning of ethnic cleansing and found that is
exactly what the Israelis were doing so entitled
his book Ethnic Cleansing in Palestine.

While Zionists claim getting rid of Pales-
tinians is not their aim, it has been from day one
their deliberate plan. Palestinian refugees driv-
en out of their land were kept in the open air
prison of Gaza, but they fought back with mis-
siles. Israelis then retaliated, not in kind, but
more harshly, sending in tanks and destroying
farms and factories. Each Arab act had a reac-
tion more violent against them.

The Israeli army can take an Arab’s house
without any prior notice, may bulldoze it, or
just force them out without any reason given.
So most go to the mega-prison of Gaza.

Weather Modification Exposed
DVD: Is freak weather now normal in the

US? Is the US government willing to harm its
own citizens? Silver iodide and other chemicals
are used to seed clouds to make rain, or even
form artificial clouds. Used extensively through-
out the world, as for drought areas, mitigating
hail or fog, or providing snow for skiing.

Reasons against such artificial clouds: Silver
iodide is highly toxic to humans and animals that
breathe it. Interferes with natural normal patterns,
injects ozone-destroying water into stratosphere.
Creates clouds contributing to global warming
since they retain the heat. Also contributing are
jets which burn fuel resulting in CO 2 and water
vapor. While the main concern for climate change
has been CO 2, water in clouds is more conducive
to global warming than CO2 according to NASA,
forming a greenhouse effect.

The DVD shows a plane used for chemtrails,
with emitters or tubes connected to the wings.
Though it also shows other means of dispersal,
as pickup trucks ‘fogging’ city streets, said to
be for such things as eliminating West Nile
virus mosquitoes. Even a guy on a motorcycle
is shown producing massive ‘smoke’ back-
wards, while he has on protective gear and a
complete face mask. Children, unknowingly
are shown trailing the ‘fog’ even running in it,
without knowing the dangers.

In bad weather, crop insurance rates go up.
The stock market can bet on weather factors as
weather derivatives. So many can stand to reap
much money on the misfortunes of others.
[Texas had a long standing drought, then in
2015 had a record rain and flooding.]

Eastlund’s website showed more than just
HAARP (see a video tour on YouTube). Told about
gravity waves affecting weather (he died in 2007).
It showed Mitigating Tornadoes, how they can be
steered, and meaning they can be created, too.

Nexrad towers are large white spheres on a
tower, somewhat like a water tower. Stationed
over the globe. One shown off shore is similar
to an oil rig platform, and movable.

Radar makes a spinning vortex to make arti-
ficial clouds. Some Nexrad towers in the US
are shown using Google to locate them. In
operation they form clouds by the tower that
spread out in an increasing circular formation
around each tower. Though they can still be
seen on Google because just overhead the sky
is clear, kind of like at the eye of a hurricane.
They were running continuously to cause max-
imum weather damage.

The video also shows the dangers of fluori-
dated drinking water and toxins as mercury in
vaccines, particularly for babies that cause
autism, despite what the government says.

—Mr. Jan Young

CONTINUED FROM PREVIOUS PAGE
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Y ou offshoot ministers are all DISobeying God,
as PROVEN by these FACTS:mmmmmmmmmmm
m1.) You ministers all move God’s Sabbath

Day to Friday the 6th day in 1/2 the World, by fol-
lowing the phony 1883 IDL (International Date Line).

2.) You ministers willfully DISobey Deuteronomy
16:16 and have “ONLY” 1 Pilgrimage Feast a year,
when God commands “3” Pilgrimage Feasts.Yeshua’s/
Jesus’s Family followed Deut 16:16 “3” times a year
because they made a Pilgrimage to Headquarters/Jeru-
salem for the Feast of Unleavened Bread. Again for clar-
ity: Yeshua’s/Jesus’ Family followed Deut 16:16 “3”
times a year because they went to Jerusalem. Follow
God’s Deut 16:16 3 times a year and not your Sin-
isters 1 time a year.

Mark your Sinister who does NOT follow God’s Bible
of Deut 16:16. Romans 16:17 tells you to MARK your
Sinister for disobeying God’s Bible.

2nd Thessalonians 3:16 commands you to “leave”
your Sinister because he is deliberately Disobeying God’s
Bible. If you do what your Sinister says, and not what
Deut 16:16 says, that means you love your Sinister
MORE than God. Matthew 10:37.

Do not keep company with your lying Sinister, because
he will lie to you and say he is obeying God’s Bible
Deuteronomy 16:16 by saying he is having a Service, but
he is “NOT” obeying God, because he does not have a
Pilgrimage Feast 3 times.

Have nothing to do with him, because he does not
obey Deuteronomy 16:16 and have 3 Pilgrimage Feasts
a year, like Jesus’s Family and the 1st Century Church did.
If anyone [minister] comes to your meeting and does
not teach the truth 2 John 1:10, do not associate with
them. 2nd Thessalonians 3:14. NET Bible.

Therefore produce fruit that proves your repentance.
Matthew 3:8, Luke 3:8.

5 So they established a decree to make proclamation
throughout all Israel, from Beersheba even to Dan, that
they should come to keep the Passover unto the LORD
God of Israel at Jerusalem: for they had not done it of a
long time in such sort as it was written. [15 minutes
before the start of the 15th]. 2 Chronicles 12:5.

3.) You ministers refuse to have God’s com-
manded 4 Fasts, in addition to Atonement’s Fast, as
commanded by God = Thus says the Lord of Hosts.
Zechariah 8:19.

4.) You ministers use man’s phony 358 A.D.
Hillel II averaging calendar that makes God’s Holy
Days Moadim appointments 2 days early 1 day late, 2
days late 1 day early. The Jews did NOT use an averag-
ing calendar because:

The History of the Jews was that they celebrated 2
days at the end of every month because they did
“NOT” use an averaging calendar, and some Ultra-
Orthodox Jews EVEN TODAY celebrate 2 days = the
evening of the 29th and the evening of the 30th because
they “still” do “not” use an averaging calendar.

It is utter nonsense to try to say that Yahshua/Jesus
used an averaging calendar, because then He would
have worked on the Moadim/Appointed day, just like you
now work on Father’s Appointed Feast Days.

If Christ used and averaging calendar, then
you do not have salvation, because then Christ
broke His Father’s Law/command: Lights will mark days
of Genesis 1:14.

Read your Bible and see that Genesis 1:14 com-
mands: “Lights will mark days,” “NOT” averaging calen-
dars. WAKE UP and follow God’s Bible. And there is a
SABBATH New Month Day every month according to
Ezekiel 46:3 and Isaiah 66:23, and as a Sabbath, that is
“why” the correct day of rest is so important.

To stop any further arguments, just answer this ques-
tion: Why would you use an averaging calendar
when with 1 click of the computer you can
KNOW the TRUE date of the start of the Year/Month
from 2 or more WITNESSES as you are commanded to on
the AUTHORITY of 2 or more Witnesses? 1 Timothy 5:19.

Please just answer the question:
Why would you use an averaging calendar

when you can know the TRUE DATE?
5.) You ministers refuse to obey God’s Bible

words of Ezekiel 46:3 which state and indeed com-
mand you to hold a Worship Service “every” New
Month Day. And if Ezekiel 46:3 wasn’t enough proof
that you MUST have a Service every New Month Day,
there is Isaiah 66:23 which states that: The whole World
will be forced to celebrate God’s New Month Day.

6.) You ministers refuse to have a BIG Last “Din-
ner” on Nisan 12 (2 nights “before” Passover), like
Yah and the Disciples did complete with 4 things: 1.)
The big leisurely Meal/Dinner/Fellowship. 2.) The Foot
washing, 3.) The elements Matzos and Wine, in Remem-
brance of Yah, and 4.) Close with a Hymn on Nisan 12, as
Yeshua commanded you to do it on Nisan 12 = “THIS”
[Nisan 12] do in Remembrance of Me. Luke 22:19.

The Last Dinner is “not” the Passover. Do this DINNER
MEMORIAL in Remembrance of Me Luke 22:19 as a
Tribute DINNER to the Greatest Man.

7.) You ministers refuse to have Passover 2
days later to then have the Passover on Nisan 14
(the “same” way the Disciples and the 1st Century
Church did), at twilight “AFTER” the lambs are killed
= just before Nisan 15 starts (not before the lambs are
killed as you are wrongly doing now at the start of Nisan
14 instead of correctly at the “end” of Nissan 14). You
have Bread and Wine now for protection from the Death
Angel = Eternal Death. No Dinner, no Foot Washing, no
hymn, on Nisan 14 as GOD’S PASSOVER is TO BE done
in haste. That is what your Bible states!

This is how you are to eat it: with your cloak tucked
into your belt, your sandals on your feet and your staff in
your hand. Eat it in haste; it is the LORD’s Passover.
Exodus 12:11. As in leaving Egypt, or heading for the
airport/Place of Safety = not lollygagging around.

Editor’s Note: Do not focus on yourself when you take
the Passover, or you are then taking the Passover in an
Unworthy “manner.”

Focus on Yeshua/Christ/Jesus. Unworthy is an adjec-
tive as in unworthy manner. Unworthy is NOT a noun
therefore it does not refer to the person and further-
more because NO ONE IS WORTHY. Do not let your
minister beat you over the head with 1st Corin-
thians 11:29.

God washes you clean just 15 minutes before
the start of The Days of Unleavened Bread, so
that you have a running start PURE without sin, for the
Days of Unleavened Bread.

The Lord’s DINNER of Nisan 12 and PASSOVER
Nisan 14 are 2 different events/practices: 2 completely
separate different events, with 2 different mean-
ings/purposes, =
=================================
YOU “MUST” do “BOTH” on 2 different days.

Follow the 2 different 1st Century Church days
= 2 TIMES you take the Bread and Wine. JUST
LIKE THE 1ST Century Church did 2 days/2 times.
They set the example of 2 times.

i.) Once at the Last DINNER and
ii.) Then at the Passover. When you do it “exactly”

like the Disciples set the example, you will better under-
stand the events.That is why he said “often” = For as often
as ye eat this bread, and drink this cup, ye do shew the
Lord’s death till he come. 1 Corinthians 11:26. KJV =

iii.) You PROCLAIM (have and “actually live”) ALL
the events that took place, not just half of the events.
=================================
You are DESTROYED for lack of knowledge. Hosea 4:6.

You do not want to bring forth the fruit of
Repentance. NET Bible. Therefore produce fruit that
proves your repentance. Matthew 3:8. Luke 3:8.

Who will dwell on the Holy Hill = he who is without
blemish. Psalm 15:1-2. = not he who follows his Sinister.

Your Sinister will “NOT” be in the Kingdom of God
for “causing” a lie, Revelations 21:27, and:

Neither will you for your practicing his lie.
Revelations 22:15.

The Bible “states” that he that practices a lie will
not “NOT” be in God’s Kingdom, yet you all keep on
practicing lies.

YOU Sinisters do NOT have the right to disobey
God’s Bible. Period!

But Satan the ruler of this world has your ministers all
deceived. John 16:11.

So therefore that is why your Bible states that only
few will make it. That is what “YOUR” Bible states:

ONLY a few will find it.
Or cross those words “ONLY a few,” out of your Bible.

=================================
This means that Satan has no problem brainwashing
and controlling the offshoot Worldwide Church of God
ministers,AS PROVEN BY THE FACTS, as they all preach
something different than what is in God’s Bible.

That is a FACT, because ergo, if they all preached what
was in God’s Bible, “then” they would all be the same =
in 1 Denomination.
=================================
But NOooooooooooooooooooooooooooo, they all
preach what is “NOT” in God’s Bible, and therefore they
are all different! As proven by the FACTS.

Jesus condemned religious leaders who relied on tra-
dition over the word of God:

8 For laying aside the commandment of God, you hold
the tradition of men . . . Mark 7:8.

Now if you yourself want to find the right
“WAY,” then YOU had better start following
your Bible, the way it was written, and NOT the
way your Sinisters do!

Because you will “NEVER” enter the Kingdom if
you choose your sinisters’ Wide Gate!!

The Narrow and Wide Gates:
13 “Enter through the narrow gate. For wide is the

gate and broad is the road that leads to destruction, and
many enter through it. 14 But small is the gate and nar-
row the road that leads to life, and only a few find it.
Matthew 7:13 NIV.

TO COG didn’t write the word “few,” God wrote the
word “few.”And God does not lie. Numbers 23:19, God
is not a man, that He should lie.

“ONLY a few find it” Editor’s Note: [In this age]. This
will come as a great revelation to all of you, because you
all believe in Ecumenicalism.

Question: Can all offshoots be correct?
Answer: NO! All offshoots are “NOT” correct. Period.

=================================
That is the problem with Ecumenicalism, saying that if
you just do your best you will be fine.

WRONG:
He who did not know will be beaten. Luke 12:48.

Editor’s Note: You will be beaten because you “should”
have read your Bible and known!
=================================
And worse than that, he who “did” know = your
Sinister, will be beaten with many more stripes!

That is the problem with Ecumenicalism (your
thinking that all offshoots = all the “DIS”obedient
offshoot ministers will go into the Kingdom and not
go into the Tribulation).

Jesus condemned those who relied on ministers’
tradition instead of the word of God:

For laying aside the commandment of God, you hold
the tradition of men . . . All too well you reject the com-
mandment of God, that you may keep your tradition.
Mark 7:8-9.

Repent, and stop following your lying sinisters,
and instead only follow God’s Bible words.
=================================
God demands complete conformity to His way of life in
His Bible.

YOU must walk the walk, and not just talk the talk.
Everything you do “MUST” conform to your manual

The Holy Bible. God DEMANDS that you put off the old
man, and put on the new man. Ephesians 4:24 = You
were also taught to become a new person, created to be
like God, truly righteous and holy. GOD’S WORD®
Translation and that ye put on the new man, which is
created in conformity to God in righteousness and in the
holiness of the truth. Jubilee Bible 2000.

Again: That means STOP MOVING GOD’S SAB-
BATH TO FRIDAY WITH A PHONY IDL (International
Date Line).

That means: All WCG offshoots: Stop taking
Passover in your UNworthy Manner at the begin-
ning of 14th “BEFORE” the Lamb is sacrificed

(instead of twilight at the END of the 14th = on
the 14th (15 minutes before the 15th starts). That
is why some of you are weak and ill and some have
died! 1 Cor 11:27. “Unworthy” in the phrase Un-
worthy Manner is an adjective and refers to the
“action” = manner in which you take the Pass-
over. It is not a noun and does not refer to the
actor. Taking Passover “before” the Lambs are
sacrificed means you ARE taking Passover in an
UNworthy manner. All WCG offshoots are taking
Passover in an Unworthy Manner at the wrong
time, “before” the Lamb is slain.

And all of you are working on God’s Holy Feast
Days using your phony averaging calendar, that
Yahshua/Jesus never used.

You ministers MUST Repent. The CROOKED
must be made straight. Isa 40:4. It’s like you’re
DRUNK and don’t know what day it is. YOU CAN-
NOT HAVE PASSOVER “BEFORE” THE LAMBS ARE
SLAIN, WHICH “EVERY” MAJOR OFFSHOOT COG
WRONGLY DOES!

And you can’t use an averaging calendar,
because “then” you end up working on God’s
Holy “Appointed” Moadim Time.

Those of you who choose to use your brain
and use God’s Holy Spirit = you will be led into
all truth. So STOP following these lying ministers.
Use your brain AND you will understand, because
God’s Bible promises: The Wise shall understand.

. . . But the wicked [ministers] shall do wickedly: and
none of the wicked [ministers] shall understand;
but the wise shall understand. Daniel 12:10 KJV.

Will “YOU” be one of the Wise, or will you be
stupid and not follow God’s Bible?

Answer:
Only a few will be wise. So this is a prophecy for

the rest of you, that you will go into the Tribulation,
to be punished, because you refused, and continued to
neglect and refuse to follow God’s Bible words, and
instead you followed your sinister, who is obviously
breaking God’s Bible words in the points outlined above.

SELAH:Think on God’s Final Warning at the end of the
Septuagint (Yahshua’s Bible):

Malachi 2:8 & 9 You ministers have corrupted
the Covenant (as proven by the FACTS above).

8 But ye are departed out of the way; ye have
caused many to stumble at the law; ye have cor-
rupted the covenant of Levi, saith the LORD of hosts.

9 Therefore have I also made you contemptible and
base before all the people, according as ye have not
kept my ways, but have been partial in the law.

17 . . . Ye say, Every one that doeth evil is good
in the sight of the LORD, and he delighteth in them;
. . .—King James Bible “Authorized Version,” Cam-
bridge Edition.

So keep moving God’s Sabbath to Friday with
a phony IDL, and keep disobeying Deut 16:16 by
NOT having 3 Feast of Tabernacle Feast Site assemblies
per year.

And don’t you ministers lie and deny you are
breaking the Covenant.

So you members throw the ratchet jaw bums
out, and you members follow your Bible, and get right
with God, before “you” are also BEATEN. Luke 12:47.
And don’t let them lie to you that they are fol-
lowing God’s Bible.

STOP DENYING THE EVIDENCE IN PLAIN SIGHT.
STOP DENYING THE ABOVE “FACTS.”
Don’t be seeing but “not” seeing! Don’t be

hearing but “not” hearing. Change!
Remember that “ministers” do “NOT” have

the right, to “DIS”obey God’s clearly above
quoted 7 Bible commands.

Instead prepare the way for Yah, and make straight
the paths.

MAKE YOUR Minister obey God’s Bible.
Tell him to Obey.

or
Burn in Hell with your ratchet jaw sinister as a

disobedient BRAT.
For ALL “UN”believers of God’s Bible Words go to the

Lake of Fire.
This is Life and Death.
Do “NOT” ignore God’s 7 Bible Commands.
Tell your minister to OBEY.

Sinister offshoots who DISobey
STOP ignoring and Hiding

I CHALLENGE all offshoot WCG sinisters 1 Kings 18:19 and dare you offshoot WCG sinisters to SPEAK UP and defend your
lies of WHY you do not obey God’s 4th Commandment in 1/2 the World!

So STOP HIDING from this SIN: While YOU “quietly” MOVE God’s SABBATH to FRIDAY using man’s phony 1883 IDL
(International Date Line), just like the Poop moves God’s Sabbath to SUNDAY.

You can’t change God’s Bible Words of Exodus 20:8 and have Sabbath on Friday; nor only have 1 pilgrimage Deut 16:16; nor
refuse to worship God on NMD Ez 46:3; and refuse to have 4 Fasts Zech 8:19.

“Admit” to God that you are breaking “HIS” instructions AND REPENT/CHANGE your ways, or state why you are
breaking God’s WRITTEN INSTRUCTIONS. Stop hiding in silence!

You cannot have it both ways = you cannot “SAY” you are obeying God’s WRITTEN INSTRUCTIONS when “you” are
“BREAKING” God’s INSTRUCTIONS. For that makes you all LIARS!

REPENT “all” you Ministers/CHANGE! Straighten out your crooked paths.
And stop hiding God’s above WORDs/WAYS, from God’s people!

www.TheWorldTomorrow.org / The Obedient Church of God / TO COG

“For if we go on sinning willfully after receiving the knowledge of the truth, there no longer remains a sacrifice for sins, but a
terrifying expectation of judgment and THE FURY OF A FIRE WHICH WILL CONSUME THE ADVERSARIES” (Hebrews 10:26-27).

The Obedient Church of God / P.O. Box 1278 / Omak, Washington, USA 98841

TO COG is the “Only” Church that is:
“CONTINUING” Mr. Armstrong’s Work of RESTORING All Things

All other churches are stuck in 1972 and refuse to Grow in Knowledge. 2 Peter 3:18
Follow God’s words to be your final authority, not ministers!

answers@theworldtomorrow.org
For video of Sabbath March 28, 2015, go to https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KxrxKzrGFC4
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Does Romans 7 show Paul a Slave of Sin?
“F or we know that the law is

spiritual, but I am carnal, sold
under sin. For what I am do-

ing, I do not understand. For what I will
to do, that I do not practice; but what I
hate, that I do” (Rom 7:14-15). “I find
then a law, that evil is present with me,
the one who wills to do good” (vs. 21).
“But I see another law in my members,
warring against the law of my mind, and
bringing me into captivity to the law of
sin which is in my members” (vs. 23).

Does this sound familiar? Do you
take consolation from this, that Paul
felt the same weakness that you do?
We want to be right, but don’t always
do right, because there is this power
that convinces us it’s OK just this
once, or no one will know, or it’s real-
ly no big deal.

However, Paul is telling his story
for a greater purpose. He wants out
of this situation. Is that possible?

“O wretched man that I am! Who will
deliver me from this body of death? I
thank God—through Jesus Christ our
Lord!” (Rom 7:24-25a).

In fact, Paul tells us there is One
who can deliver us from our condi-
tion, Jesus Christ. “For the law of the
Spirit of life in Christ Jesus has made me
free from the law of sin and death” (Rom
8:2). This Law of Sin is the same one
described in 7:23 five verses before.
Death in 8:2 is included in parallel, as
equivalent. The Law of Sin is death
working in us.

Christ enabled Paul to break free
from that law or power that kept him
from doing what he knew he should
do. How could that happen? “. . . God
did by sending His own Son . . . condemned
sin in the flesh, that the righteous require-
ment of the law might be fulfilled in us
who do not walk according to the flesh but
according to the Spirit” (Rom 8:3-4).

Paul was able by seeking to please
his Savior to ignore the pulls of the
flesh and walk to His higher stan-
dard. He set Christ’s example in the
forefront of his mind. He was no
longer held captive to the power that
made him sin. No wonder he could
say, “And those who are Christ’s have cru-

cified the flesh with its passions and
desires” (Gal 5:24). “Knowing this, that
our old man was crucified with Him, that
the body of sin might be done away with,
that we should no longer be slaves of sin”
(Rom 6:6).

Paul’s confusion, frustration and
angst in Romans 7 was from a time
before he came to appreciate the sac-
rifice of Jesus Christ. Once he under-
stood and accepted that sacrifice he
was able to set aside his own priori-
ties (dictated by his flesh) to build his
relationship with his Master and
Lord. Jesus’ life and death teach the
fundamental spirit and principle be-
hind God’s law, His covenant.

“But their minds were blinded. For
until this day the same veil remains un-
lifted in the reading of the Old Testament
[Old covenant], because the veil is taken
away in Christ. . . . Nevertheless when
one turns to the Lord, the veil is taken
away” (2Cor 3:14, 16).

It is only through a careful exami-
nation of Christ’s selfless conduct

and teaching that one can under-
stand His expectation of us. Physi-
cal things must be secondary. “. . .
You cannot serve God and mammon”
(Mat 6:24).

Some allow themselves sin, citing
Paul’s example from before his con-
version, from before he was released
by Christ from the law of sin that
brought death. They believe that the
spirit of God easily coexists in one
who sins, in spite of: “. . . For what fel-
lowship has righteousness with lawless-
ness? And what communion has light
with darkness?” (2Cor 6:14), and other
similar exhortation.

Don’t wait for someone ordained
of men to look into this for you.
Understand God’s way, which is His
covenant on which Christ guided His
life. A surface reading is insufficient.
One won’t have the veil of misunder-
standing lifted if they’ve not really
carefully studied the foundation and
all aspects of Christ’s life.

CreatorsCovenant highlights what
others have missed.

The Church of God
is not prepared for

The Return of Jesus Christ

Read it here:

ChildrenOfGod.net
PO Box 30332

Little Rock, AR 72260
(TheBiblicalReporter.com) is a

new website to take
vital world

news and
compare it
to Biblical
Prophecy.
It will
compare
today’s

news with
what was

documented
thousands of

years ago in the Bible.
Each month as current news flashes
appear on television, they will be
compared with the Word of God.
You will see how God corrects and
arranges mankind’s needs to react to
being saved from disaster.
God will bring peace on Earth and

goodwill to mankind as the
Purpose of Christ was predicted by
the Angels:
“And suddenly there was with
the angel a multitude of the heavenly
host praising God and saying, Glory
to God in the highest and on
earth peace, good will toward men”
(Luke 2:10–20).

If anyone feels they
have news from
reliable sources
around the world,
please e-mail the
news to art@
mokarow.com.
Or if you have any
comments or ques-
tions please e-mail
them to Art.

Christ is the Savior through the
Love and Almighty Power of God.

New Website Coming Soon

TheBiblicalReporter.com

Art Mokarow

www.churchofgod
bigsandy.com

Visit the
Church of God
Big Sandy on
the Web at

Sermons / Articles
Streaming Audio & Video / Archives

Connections: Member to Member
P.O. Box 1020., Big Sandy, Texas 75755, U.S.A. • (903) 636-4779 • lkcartwright@aol.com

CONNECTIONS: MEMBER TO MEMBER is published by THE JOURNAL: NEWS OF THE CHURCHES OF GOD. © 2015 JMC Associates. All rights reserved. The publisher reserves the right to refuse any adver-
tising for any reason or for no reason. Classified advertisements are 25 cents a word. Prayer requests and obituaries of reasonable length are run free of charge as space is available. For
display-advertising rates and deadline information, write Linda Cartwright at lkcartwright@aol.com or P.O. Box 1020, Big Sandy, Texas 75755, U.S.A. Or call her at (903) 636-4470.
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Dear Brethren,

W
e hope this letter finds
you walking the road to
salvation yoked beside
our Lord and Savior

Jesus the Christ/Messiah. For if we are not
yoked with Him we will not have a true
hope, for He is our hope.

In this day and in this age we who have
been called by the Father are being both
enticed and assaulted in every conceivable
way possible. However, please do not be-
come overly discouraged.

I say overly because what is taking place
all around us has been declared to us in the
Holy Scriptures long ago so that we would
not be caught unaware as to the times we
live in. It has all been spelled out long ago.
As Linda often tells me and our children,
someone had to be here at this time of vile
behavior and evil abounding.

There is very little in the world to encour-
age us when it comes to what we witness each
day, and that in fact is exactly why we do not
focus on it. Yes, we are present in the world
but not of the world. There is no hope to be
found in it. Our hope is embodied in our rela-
tionship with our Creators; our
Savior/Husband and our heav-
enly Father. There is no hope in
men or in the ways of man.

One does not have to look

very far and long at the events

taking place around us to come

to that conclusion if we have the spirit of

God/Elohim dwelling in us. The actions of

our governing bodies in our respective

countries can be summed up as pure evil

these days. It has overtaken every high

office in the land. Their respective actions

are being proclaimed as good and the things

of God/Elohim as evil.

No need to elaborate for we should all be

able to bring such things to mind if we are

being alert to the happenings around us.

What I do want to elaborate on is our hope

in Him who can fulfill and accomplish in us

individually the work which the Father has

started at our calling.
In Hebrews 11:1 we read: “Now Faith is

the substance (or realization) of things
hoped for, the evidence (or confidence) of
things not seen.”

Simply put, if our hope is not focused on
the things of God/Elohim, we will not have
the faith which is required to be pleasing to
Him. For verse 6 tells us: “But without faith
it is impossible to please (Him), for he who
comes to God/Elohim must believe He is a
REWARDER of those who diligently seek Him.”

Do not let anyone ever tell you that you
can’t be pleasing to God. Yes, you can,
and is all predicated on the work of faith!
God does reward us according to our ac-
tions which are conducted in faith which
are pleasing to Him!

Have you been discouraged from diligent-
ly seeking our Savior and our Father? I can
certainly understand if you have. However,
it must not become a permanent thing. A
temporary or momentary lapse is common

to us all, but it should be only just that: tem-
porary or momentary. There is no doubt in
my mind that we are at the end of the age.
All the signs associated with it are sur-
rounding us at this time in vivid displays
and only increasing in intensity.

Dear brethren, this is not something to be
discouraged about, but on the other hand we
should be encouraged by it, for it clearly
tells us about the time frame we are living
in. We are at the 11th hour of our journey on

the road to salvation and just prior to the
return of Christ/Messiah.

We should be focusing on our relationship
to and with our Savior and in fact be-
seeching Him to the point of pestering Him
to complete the work in us that we can’t
complete ourselves. In Luke 18 we read the
parable of the widow pestering the judge. It
is in that venue that we are told the follow-
ing in verses 7-8.

Luke 18:7-8: “And shall God/Elohim not
avenge His own elect who cry out day and
night to Him, though He bears long with
them? (Oh, yes, our Lord bears long with
me so I also know He bears long with you.)
I tell you that He will come speedily. Never-
theless, when the Son of Man comes will He
really find faith on the earth?”

Those are the words of our Savior! He
was to some extent, here, lamenting, but not
wavering in what He knew to be true, but
experiencing a temporary or momentary
doubt because He was flesh and blood at
that time just as we are. He clearly knew
what would happen, for God/Elohim said
so, but His human nature was showing, just
like ours does all too often. That is a fact

which we should acknowledge
in our relationship with Him.

Hebrews 4:15-16 makes it
clear: “For we do not have a
High Priest who cannot sympa-
thize with our weaknesses, but

was in all points tempted as we, yet
without sin. Let us therefore come boldly to
the throne of grace that we may obtain mercy
and find grace to help in time of need.”

Are you in a time of need? I know I am! I
need His help more and more each day to
stay focused and to overcome the pulls of
this world and of the flesh. Some may think
if that is the case I must be failing. I don’t
think that. I believe this is recognition of how
much I need Him in everything I do. If I rely

Faith Is the Realization
of Things Hoped For

July 1, 2015 • Kendall, New York

Happy Sabbath! • abibofgod.com

Our Peace We Give to You

Often when brethren find themselves in a bad
way they think Christ/Messiah has left them

when nothing could be further from the truth.

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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on myself I am surely doomed to failure.
Maybe this is simple-minded, and if so

then I am happy to be there for He did prom-
ise He would finish in us (me) the things we
can’t. It is up to us to do our very best. If we
could do it all ourselves we would have had
no need for a Savior. He is actually my hero
as well as many other things. When I read
Hebrews 3:18 I cry out: Thank You! Thank
You! Thank You!

“For in that He Himself has suffered (on
our behalf) being tempted (or tested). He is
able to aid those who are tempted.”

No matter what state you are presently in,
it will change! Consider it part of your per-
sonal test in your relationship with our
Savior. The adage of “It is easier said than
done” may apply here in some instances and
could be true except for one thing: We have
the spirit of God/Elohim dwelling in us.
That is what we draw on dur-
ing the dark days, and as we all
know the plan of salvation will
be a success if we believe what
is written; our Creator will fin-
ish what He started. It is His
promise to us if we do not
leave or forsake Him. We have our part to
do in it before He picks up the finishing part.
There is a sequence, a pattern to everything
God/Elohim does. To those of us who are
called it consists of three stages.

Revelation 17:14 sums the stages up:
“These will make war with the Lamb, and
the Lamb will overcome them, for He is
Lord of lords and King of kings; and those
with Him are called, chosen, and faithful.”

Yes, dear Brethren and Saints of the Most
High, we are called by the Father and then
chosen by Christ/Messiah. They do Their
part and then it is our turn to be faithful. Will
you and I remain faithful to our calling by
the Father and our being chosen by our
Savior/Husband?

As Hebrews 11:1 tells us: Faith is not pos-
sible without hope, and our hope is embod-
ied in Christ/Messiah. One of the most
beautiful descriptions of this hope in Him is
found in Ephesians 5.

Ephesians 5:25-27: “Husbands, love your
wives, just as Christ also loved the church
and gave Himself for it, that He might sanc-
tify, and cleanse it with the washing of the
water of the word, that He might present it
to Himself a glorious church not having spot

or wrinkle or any such thing, but that it
should be holy and without blemish.”

How incredibly comforting that is. When
you may be feeling like you are falling short
of the goal or mark, take the time to dwell on
these three scriptures which we have just read.

I have need to read them often. Why?
Because I know for a fact how often I fall
short. Way more than I should for having
God’s/Elohim’s spirit, but I boldly turn to
my Savior and ask Him to make it better.
Boldly but not in any form of arrogance, but
in believing what we read earlier in Hebrews
4:16: “Let us therefore come boldly to the
throne of grace that we may obtain mercy
and find grace to help in the time of need.”

So what may be going on in your life
which may be deflating your hope in Christ/
Messiah? Are you sick, or maybe without a
job, or being abused by others, or falling into
debt, or any number of unpleasant circum-

stances? Please do not allow such things to
diminish your hope in our Savior, for that
very trial may be a personal test designed
and allowed by God/Elohim to test you.

So often when brethren find themselves in
a bad way they think Christ/Messiah has left
them when nothing could be further from
the truth. Each and every one of us needs to
refocus on what our relationship is with our
Savior/Husband. It is not always going to be
a cake walk.

He is at this time attempting to choose the
balance of those who will inherit all things
with Him as the bride in the household of
the Father for eternity. He has some hard
choices to make, and so do we. He needs to
be sure that we will always be faithful to
Him in the responsibilities of that function
forever. The only way He can truly know
that is to design personal tests for each and
every one of us.

Some are more severe than others, some
will last much longer than others, but
always remember it has nothing to do with
Him leaving or forsaking us. On the con-
trary, it encompasses our ability to have a
deeper relationship with Him. It is so very
human to think the exact opposite.

Our Savior gave us a promise we should
never lose sight of in 1 Corinthians 10:13:

“No temptation has overtaken you except
such as is common to man; but God/Elohim is
faithful, who will not allow you to be tempted
beyond what you are able, but with the temp-
tation will also make the way of escape, that
you may be able to bear (endure) it.”

Look to Abraham’s time of temptation
with his son Isaac. Do you think he was not
tempted to walk away from what he was
asked to do? He was as human as you and I.

Genesis 22:1-2: “Now it came to pass
after these things that God/Elohim tested
Abraham, and said to him, Abraham! And
he said here I am. And He said, take now
your son, your only; Isaac whom you love,
and go to the land of Moriah, and offer him
there as a burnt offering on one of the moun-
tains of which I shall tell you.”

Can we possibly imagine what was run-
ning through Abraham’s mind? Sure, he re-
membered the promises about Isaac, but!
Can any of us equate any trial or temptation
we are going through with the likes of that
one placed on Abraham?

We know what happened next; we can read
about it in verses 3-13. Let’s just
read verse 12 to refresh our
memories:

“And He said, do not lay
your hand on the lad, or do
anything to him for now I
know you fear God/Elohim,

since you have not withheld your son, your
only son from Me.”

What depth of trial or temptation will we
need personally to endure to prove our faith-
fulness to Christ/Messiah? Abraham showed
that he believed God/Elohim above all else,
and would follow Him wherever He went.

In Revelation 14:4-5 in speaking about
His bride we read that very same thing.
These are the ones who were not defiled
with women, for they are virgins. These are
the ones who follow the Lamb wherever He
goes. These were bought from among men,
firstfruits to God/Elohim and to the Lamb.
And in their mouth was found no guile
(deceit, falsehood), for they are without
fault before the throne of God/Elohim.”

So where do we go from here, brethren?
We go before the throne of God/Elohim to
claim the promise from Christ/Messiah that
He will give us the strength to endure and in
fact complete what we cannot do ourselves.

That to me is very uplifting and reassuring
in these very difficult and evil times we live
in. He will give us the strength to overcome
if we are unwavering in our hope in Him.
Please remember what He says to us: “You
do not receive because you do not ask.”
Never stop asking, and be patient in the hope
which is in you, and do the works of faith.

Our peace we give to you.
—Brian and Linda

Christ/Messiah is attempting to choose
the balance of those who will inherit all

things with Him as the bride in the
household of the Father for eternity.

CONTINUED FROM PREVIOUS PAGE
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CGI HQ hires full-time liaison employee
By Edward Malone

TYLER, Texas—The Church of
God International, a Sabbath-
keeping denomination founded

in 1978 and head-
quartered in Ty-
ler, announced
that one of its
ministers, Wynn
Skelton, was to
become a full-
time paid em-
ployee of the
CGI effective
Aug. 1, 2015.

Mr. Skelton,
who has served
as an itinerant preacher, an instructor
for the CGI’s Ministerial Appreciate
Program (MAP) and pastor of the Dal-
las–Fort Worth congregation of the
CGI since his 2010 ordination, will

also serve as a liaison to the ministry as
well as a member of the church’s board
of directors.

As a traveling minister, not only does
Mr. Skelton visit with and speak in CGI

congregations, he also fellowships with
and speaks for locally governed (often
called independent) Church of God
congregations that are loosely affiliated
with or otherwise have a friendly rela-
tionship with the CGI.

One such congregation is the Church
of God Anacoco, in Anacoco, La.

“I can’t think of a better of servant

of God for the new position,” said
Chester Stewart, a member of the
Church of God Anacoco and longtime
friend of Mr. Skelton.

“Wynn has no hidden agenda. He
just wants to serve God and
the brethren.”

Mr. Skelton recently offici-
ated and gave the eulogy dur-
ing the funeral service for Mr.
Stewart’s wife, Linda, who
died in May 2015.

Mr. Skelton is a lifelong
Church of God attendee and member.
He began attending the Feast of Tab-
ernacles with the Worldwide Church of
God at age 5 and has since never
missed a Feast.

He attended Ambassador College
in Big Sandy, graduating in 1977. He
and his wife, Kim, reside in White
Oak,  near Longview, Texas.

Mr. Skelton began attending
the Feast at age 5 and has

never missed a Feast.

Summer camp focuses on service to others
teous Judge, will give to me on that
Day, and not to me only but also to all
who have loved His appearing.”

Kyleigh Moody, Chantal Lindholm
(from Becker, Minn.) and Brittney
Kurr (from Mounds, Okla.) led the
studies that focused on what it means
to fight the good fight, finish the race
and keep the faith. Each study includ-
ed practical, real-life applications and
ways to encourage others who have
that same ultimate goal.

In an effort to exercise attitudes of
gratitude and focus on the importance
of service to others, campers partici-
pated in a project each full day of
camp after the Bible study.

For the first project they decorated
paper lunch bags with encouraging
messages and artwork that will be
filled with snacks to be enjoyed by
children who are being interviewed
by Child Protective Services case-
workers.

Handmade thank-yous
The second project had campers

decorating and signing handmade
thank-you cards for each member of
the Timberline staff for his or her
excellent, cheerful service throughout
the week.

The final service project on Thurs-
day had the campers giving an hour of
their time to help Timberline’s facili-
ties director clear a section of the
grounds to get it ready for campers’
tents this fall.

Grateful facilities director
The director said in his 25 years of

camp experience the Church of God
Big Sandy was the first group he can
remember whose members offered to
give back during their week of camp.

They occasionally see groups that
come to volunteer for a weekend, but
he’s never seen a paying group spend
a portion of its time serving in this
way.

He also thanked the campers, say-
ing the work they accomplished in
one hour saved him three weeks of
laboring alone.

Each afternoon, after the Bible
study and when the campers weren’t
busy working on their service projects,
they played a variety of crazy games.

On Monday they got to know each
other by playing “Get to Know You
Bingo” where they had to find other
campers to sign on appropriate squares
of their bingo cards that described
themselves.

Attributes found on the bingo cards
included “has more than two sib-
lings,” “is homeschooled” and “has
visited the West Coast.”

On Tuesday afternoon campers
played big-board games, including
Huge Scrabble, Giant Jenga, and Jum-
bo Yahtzee.

The Scrabble tiles and Jenga
boards all measured a foot long, and
the Yahtzee dice were closer in size to
a softball than to regular dice.

According to Thomas Bald, the
Giant Jenga game, thanks to its size
and the volume with which it would
fall, was “intensity intensified.”

Silly competitions
Wednesday’s afternoon activity

included a variety of crazy Minute to

Win It games in which campers faced
off against each other in silly compe-
titions.

For example, in Use Your Noodle
each camper had to pick up several
pieces of penne pasta using only an
uncooked spaghetti noodle held in his
or her mouth, and in Separation Anxi-
ety they had to quickly separate piles
of M&Ms by color onto coordinating-
colored paper plates.

“The Minute to Win it games were
one my favorite parts of camp,”
Danae Havir said. “It was really fun

to watch every-
one play the
Suck It Up bean
race.”

On Thursday
campers formed
four teams to
compete in a
rousing game of
Human Hungry
Hungry Hippos,
where they took
turns acting as
the hippo, being
rolled around the

room by their teammates and trying to
capture colorful plastic balls with a
laundry basket.

Just because the sun went down at
the end of each day didn’t mean the
party had to stop.

Evening activities featured an
evening scavenger hunt followed by
glow-in-the-dark capture the flag on
Monday, a nighttime glow-stick pool
party on Tuesday, T-shirt tie dyeing
and a campfire on Wednesday, and a
lively dance held Thursday.

Making memories
By the time the camp drew to a

close, participants, campers and coun-
selors alike had a full week’s worth of
fond memories to carry with them for
the rest of their lives.

“Camp was awesome!” exclaimed
counselor David Havir III. “Can’t
wait until next year!”

Stay tuned as plans for the Church
of God Big Sandy’s 2016 summer
camp will be announced soon.

TEXAS SUMMER—Summer campers and their counselors practice
archery (top) and pose for a group photo (above). See related photos
on page 1 of this issue. [Photos by Diana Havir and David Havir III]

Wynn Skelton
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Zealand and the nations of Western
and northwestern Europe, which are
the descendant nations of ancient Is-
rael migrated from their original
homeland.

He will also influence actions against
the modern state of Israel.

The last four decades
In the last 40 years, half of Amer-

ica’s homes have been wrecked by
easily obtained divorces, and 40
years ago this year the Supreme
Court legalized abortion, which has
allowed almost 60 million Ameri-
cans to perish in the name of a wom-
an’s right to choose.

This has reduced our nation’s
best-educated workforce below the
age of 40 and has even eroded the
nation’s tax-based ability to pay
Social Security to future retirees.

America and Britain, Canada and
Australia have led the way on chang-
ing the law on abortion and now on
same-sex marriage, rejecting the
influence of Judeo-Christian ethics,
which had made our values and our
justice system the envy of the world.

Surely this is one reason God fi-
nally sends “a cruel enemy” against
us, calling America and Britain “a
hypocritical people.”

In the last 40 years the AIDS dis-
ease has taken hundreds of thou-
sands if not millions of lives in the

Western world and additional mil-
lions in African families.

Eventually the head of the most
politically powerful church on earth
may call on the coming European
dictator for the military destruction
and occupation of our nations, citing
the decadence and rejection of many
of God’s laws, which the office of the
papacy still defends as moral.

Expect part of the pope’s speech
to be a scolding of the American
people on the loss of these values.

Is this the one?
So is this the pope who will fulfill

many Bible prophecies written against
America and Britain and the state of
Israel in the coming years?

When the apostle John referred to
666 in Revelation 13:18, it was not
meant to be a mystery.

The area was under Roman rule.
“Roman” in Greek numerals totals
666. The papal name vicar of Christ
in Greek numerals totals 666.

The “mark” that was enforced by
the Roman government is the ob-
servance of Sunday, the day on
which all under Roman rule were
forced to worship.

To more fully understand the tre-
mendous influence the papacy will
have on coming world events see
“The Mark and 666” in the America
and Britain’s Future Free Library at
us-britishfuture.com.

New pope: What’s his destiny?
Continued from page 3

dered about, but I deleted that
adverb, realizing that to add that to
the verb could be interpreted by this
discerning man as a rather abnormal
fixation on minutiae indicative of a
spiritual malady in need of fasting
and prayer for its cure.

Relieved that I had perchance
sidestepped a mine that would have
likely set off an apostolic explosion,
I moved on to frame my question.

Mr. HWA’s eyes indicated, by
their narrowing, that he began to
grasp that a question, of all things,
was being leveled at him.

Just what did he mean?
I let loose the quizment somewhat

as follows:
“Mr. Armstrong, I have read your

autobiography in The Plain Truth and
do not see what the W in your name
stands for. You know, that W between
the Herbert and the Armstrong. Just
what do you mean by the W in
Herbert W. Armstrong? Mr. Arm-
strong, what does the W in your name
stand for?”

The slight jerk of the head, the
eyes now near slits, a metathought
could well be arising in his brain that
the young man standing before him
might be one of those deviant stu-
dents who came to question, to dis-
tort, to wreck.

But then the double take and

doubt lifted like a misbegotten mist,
and his face softened, like his hand,
and he matter-of-factly replied:

“Nothing. It stands for nothing. I
added it years ago.”

I believe he said something about
needing to add an identifying letter
for postal purposes and that he want-
ed a letter that worked well with his
name.

Rooted incident
He did not overspeak. He seemed

to feel a bit diminished, not being
able to say that the W stood for some-
thing like Westinghouse or West-
moreland or Willy.

To admit “nothing” seemed a bit
hard for him to let out.

But he did, and he did it with
honest plainness.

He seemed relieved to let it out.
He apparently felt okay trusting me
with his admission.

Looking back, I think perhaps it
was the contrast of this plain speech,
learned from his Quaker upbringing,
with the bombastic orations that nor-
mally boomed from Mr. HA that
rooted this incident in my memory
to this day.

I liked him that day and the way
he went about confessing that he,
unlike most of us, had no middle
name. —J. Phillip Arnold

The J is for James

Have you wondered about ‘W’?
Continued from page 1


